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Byrd, Failed ANC Candidates File Suit
By W. CARTER GREMP
Hoya Starr WRITER

The elections are over, but not the
controversy regarding the two ANC seats

{

won by Georgetown students James
Fogarty (COL ’98) and Rebecca
consumers and residents in this commuSinderbrand (SFS ’98). But now it’s
nity,” said Mark Strama, Rock the Vote
changing from a contest at the voting
program director. “This is the case that
booths to a battle in the courtrooms.
will clarify for students across the counANC Commissioner Westy Byrd,
try their right to vote.”
former ANC commissioner Beverly Jost
The ACLU hasalready supported Byrd
and former ANC candidate Patricia
in a separate case where she was accused
Scolaro have sued the D.C. Board of
of voter intimidation by the campus voter
Elections and Ethics for allowing Georregistration group, Campaign Georgegetown students to vote in the District in
town. Now they are submitting a recomlast November’s election.
mendation that to hold a new election in
“To vote in the district you should at
which all eligible students could vote.
least pay taxes here,” Byrd said. “For a
“We agree that students should be
student this is a huge financial decision.
able to vote. We disagree with the Board
If you are going to vote in the District,
of Elections decision not to accept chalwhat kind of a stake do you have there?”
lenges against the student votes,” said
Fogarty and Sinderbrand were elected
Arthur Spitzer, legal director of the local
in large part by student voters. And they
ACLU. “The attempt was made to chal‘have entered the court case on the grounds
lenge these votes on election day and the
that they are the actual target of the law
Board of Elections refused to challenge
suit, because they were the candidates
them.”
favored by the students.
If Fogarty and Sinderbrand were to
At the roots of this lawsuit is the same
lose the suit, Bromberg could potentially
town-gown conflict that caused the stucall a separate court case for each condents to run in the first place. “The local
tested voter’s eligibility, he said.
elected officials and other individuals
Before ANC commissioners were to
who consider themselves to be the only
take office on Jan. 2, the Byrd contingent
true permanent residents of Georgetown
petitioned the D.C. Court of Appeals to
enacted a law that was plainly hostile to
bar Fogarty and Sinderbrand from asthe interests of students,” said Dan * sumingtheir positions until the court had
Bromberg, the attorney for Fogarty and
reached a decision on the case. And on
Sinderbrand.
Christmas Eve, the court granted this
“The students then did what Amerirequest.
cans are supposed to do, they registered
“Without us on the ANC, our districts
to vote and they voted the politicians out
would have no representation,”
of office. Many of the local residents,
Sinderbrand said.
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are still unwilling to accept

that. The local residents are simply unwilling to concede that students have the
right to participate in local politics,” he
said.
On Jan. 31, the lawyers from both
sides will present their arguments to the
court and several national organizations
will be
ating in the case. Both

Gabriel Kramer and
Chris Kramme to its
columnists.

; Despite attempts by ANC Commissioner Westy Byrd to stop them from taking
office, Rebecca Sinderbrand (SFS '98) and James Fogarty (COL '98) were
sworn in jan, 7. The U.S. fuormey s office is vestiganng By
[$08 Sogbarl

Three Hoyas Win Rhodes Scholarships
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By Ken THomAs

Georgetown’s second-ever Rhodes win-

Hoya Starr WRITER

ner, President Bill Clinton (SFS ’68).

No one said winning a Rhodes scholarship was easy.
Two Georgetown seniors can attest to
this maxim, and be thankful for a reas-

suring Boston taxi driver and a kind
professoratthe University of North Caro-

ield.

lina at Chapel Hill. A third winner, Geor-

getown alumnus Horacio Trujillo (SFS
‘95), only had to contend with the “usual”
puzzling questions and stiff competition
for one of the 32 scholarships awarded
annually.

Kerry Francis (COL ’97) almost
missed her regional interview because of
a snowstorm in Boston. Hamed Wardak
(SFS ’97) had to hitchhike to his inter-

view in Chapel Hill, N.C. And Trujillo,
who graduated with a degree in International Economics, was asked three
“simple” economic questions in one of
his interviews: He could answer only
one.
These harrowing close calls added a
special twist to the journey recently completed by three Hoyas, each of whom was
awarded the Rhodes scholarship on Dec.
7. The Rhodes, which bases its criteria
onhighacademic achievement, integrity
and leadership, grants its recipients the
opportunity to study at Oxford University in England for two to three years.
Georgetown’s three recipients were
its most since garnering three winners in
the 1991-92 school year. This year, Georgetown placed second behind Harvard
University, which had 5 recipients.
Francis, Wardak and Trujillo join one of
America’s most sought-after associations, which includes retired Sen. Bill
Bradley (D-N.J,), Slate editor Michael

Kinsley, singer Kris Kristofferson, and

Rock the Vote and The American Civil
Liberties Union will submit recommendations to the court that present their
respective views on the issue.
“We believe students have every right
to vote. They are volunteers, activists

The

three

recipients

signified

Georgetown’s strong showing
in the in-

tensely competitive scholarship process.
According to Edgar F. Puryear, Jr., government professor and the university’s
fellowship coordinator, eight Georgetown students won state competitions,
the level below the regional competition.

“l just wanted to become a
fly on the wall .
The path to the Rhodes was no walk in
the park— literally. Francis, a bioethics
major, experienced this firsthand. While
traveling to a mandatory regional reception in Boston with her parents on December 6, a fierce snowstorm

delayed

them as they got lost along the snowcovered streets of Boston. Already 30
minutes late, Francis hailed a cab while

her mother tried unsuccessfully to convince a highway patrol officer to provide
her daughter an escort to the meeting.
“When I got in the taxi, [ said to the
driver ‘please, I'll pay you anything, just
get me

there,”

Francis

laughed.

But

once she stepped in the cab, she settled
down. “The taxi driver turned around,

gave me an Advil and told me to relax.”
Francis arrived 45 minutes late at the
St. Botolph, the site of the reception, but

managed to survive the experience. “I
was frazzled. After] had my first Coke a
judge came up to me and grilled me. I
just wanted to become a fly on the wall,”
Francis said.
Wardak’s arrival at his pre-Rhodes
interview was even more of a horror
story. He was scheduled to be interviewed at the Keenan Center in Chapel

Wardak said. “So I tried to flag down a
car to give me a ride.”
Luckily, a professor at UNC-Chapel
Hill was driving by and stopped to see if
Wardak needed help. When Wardak told
him of his predicament, the professor
promptly drove him to the Keenan Center. Wardak arrived at 10 A.M. and benefited from the scheduled interviews being 10 minutes behind schedule.
“I got there right on time. I thought

By Brian CHANDLER
Hova STAFF WRITER

A report by a committee of Georgetown University faculty and administrators, entitled “Centered Pluralism,” has

called for a broad-based discussion regarding the Catholic heritage of the University. The report was published in the
Dec. 6 edition of the faculty newspaper,

Horacio Trujillo (SFS '95) is one of
Georgetown’s three Rhodes scholars.

Blue & Gray.
The report was accompanied by a letter
from Professor Bruce Douglas, Dean of
the College Faculty, as well as a response
to the report by Georgetown University

The Bestandthe Brightest

President Leo O’Donovan, S.J. At the
conclusion of his letter, Douglas invited

Courtesy YE DOMESDAY BOOKE

in the car, ‘if it’s fate, I’ll get there. If

Each of Georgetown’s three winners
offers unique backgrounds and abilities.
After surviving a process that lasts over

I get there, I'll win.” That’s how

a year, most winners report hard work,

I

serviceand
alot of luck as their recipe for
success.
Francis hopes to combine her interests
of medicine, ethics and genetics in her

whelmed. “I took a day off from work
the following Wednesday because I

future studies. She has been accepted to
the Georgetown University Medical Center and plans on pursuing an M.D. after
completing her studies in theology and
philosophy at Oxford.
Friends and advisers attest to her
down-to-earth nature and warm personality. According to housemate Bowen
Spievack (COL ’97), Francis pursued
the scholarship with a modest outlook.
“We didn’t know she was applying. I

was

don’t

an interview.

When he learned of his selection the
weekend of December 7, he was over-

so exhausted by it all,” Trujillo

said. He had received about 100 congratulatory phone calls by the middle
of the week.

The U.S. Attorney’s office is
deciding if it will press charges
against ANC 2E commissioner
Westy Byrd for possible voter intimidation.
In November Dan Leistikow
(COL °98) of Campaign Georgetown filed a protest with the D.C.
Board of Elections and Ethics
against Byrd. He alleged she had
distributed fliers with false and
distorted information about the
possibleramifications
that students
would face for registering to vote
in the district.
In December, the board decided
there was sufficient evidence to
prosecute Byrd, so they referred
the case to the U.S. attorney.
The American Civil Liberties
Union defended Byrdintheboard’s
decision,

on

the basis that

free

speech is guaranteed by the first
-amendment.
Dan Bromberg, the lawyer who
coordinated the protest against
Byrd, said freedom of speech does

not extend to spreading false information.
“Everything on those fliers was
true,” Byrd said in her defense.

The fliers claimed students who
registered to vote in the district
would have to get D.C. drivers
licensed and pay income taxes in
the District.
The charges against Byrd are
punishable by a minimum sentence of community service or a
fine and maximum sentence of five
to 10 years in jail, Bromberg said.
— W. Carter Gremp

Report Discusses Catholic Heritage

but I didn’t know where the place was,”

said.
He also credited his fellow Virginia
state winner and future Oxford colleague,
Hans Christian Ackerman of The College of” William and Mary, for calming
him down after the traumatizing experience.
Trujillo’s Rhodes war-story was limited to two questions that stumped himi in

Investigates
Westy Byrd

Back to GU’s Roots

Hill at 9:50 A.M. December 7. Not taking any chances, he called a taxi service
the night before the interview and arranged for a cab to pick him up at 9:15
A.M. The next morning, he waited in the
hotel lobby for 20 minutes, checked his
watch and looked up at the light drizzle
falling from the sky. He knew he was in
trouble.
“By 9:35 A.M., I decided to walk. It
was supposed to be a five-minute walk,

thought of it and it comforted me,” he

Then on Jan. 7, the court reversed their

previous decision — only hours before
the first public meeting of the new ANC.
Fogarty and Sinderbrand learned they
could assume office at 4:30 p.m. and
were sworn in by Ward 2 Council Member Jack Evans by 6 p.m., Fogarty said.
“We rushed to get to the meeting. We
See ANC, ». 3

U.S. Attorney |

think

she

expected

to get

all members of the Georgetown community to respond to the report.
The document considers many of the
importantaspects ofthe Georgetown University community, including academics, research, campus life, as well as the
management and governance of the in-

stitution. The report considers these areas in relation to the Catholic and Jesuit
heritage of Georgetown.
One idea the report considers is the
alteration ofthe undergraduate “core” curriculum. According tothe document, “The
‘core’ curriculum needs to be rethought in
order to enhance the degree to which it

initiates students into a rigorous, intellec-

tually-demanding experience shaped by
well-defined educational goals.”
Thereport also recommends the establishment ofa multi-disciplinary seminar
program for entering students, considering such themes as “War and Peace” and
“Human Existence and the Environment.” The document also advises the
development of new review procedures
that would be implemented by all schools
and departments which would distinguish between quality teaching and the
mere popularity of the course.
Douglas said this report did not substantiate a policy statement. “‘Centered
Pluralism’ lays the philosophical foundation for a policy statement,” Douglas said.
A task force, consisting of representatives from university faculty, staff, administrators, alumni and the Board of

Directors is tentatively scheduled to be
established by O’Donovan during the
course of the spring of 1997. The deliberation of this committee may result in a
policy document.
Douglas said this report was only
partially inresponseto a 1990 Apostolic
Message, “Ex Corde Ecclesiae,” which

called for non-ecclesiastic institutions
of higher learning to consider their
Catholic identity.

it,”

Spievack said. “She’s very smart and
works hard. but she doesn’t come across
See RHODES.
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GU Researcher’s Fetal Tissue Work Sparks Feud
By HeaTHER BURKE
TTTTE

Hova Starr WriTER

Georgetown University geneticist Dr.
Mark Hughes acknowledged Tuesday
that he conducted human embryo research at the university without its knowledge, despite a ban on this type of research.
According to a Jan. 15 article in the
Washington Post, Hughes used genetic
material taken from embryos to research
methods to detect genetic defects in testtube embryos so that women undergoing
in vitro fertilization will only receive
healthy embryos.
Clare Fiore, director of external affairs

was told he could not conduct preimplantation genetics research at Georgetown.

investigation concluded Hughes’ re- search violated the Ethical and Religious
Directives for Catholic Health Services.
Fiore could not be reached for com-

out of state, as far away as Colorado —
not at Georgetown. I regret any embar-

“ED

gr

his employment at Georgetown, Hughes

Ina Jan. 14 statement to the Washington Post, Hughes said, “I acknowledge
that aspects of genetic analysis related to
my preimplantation work were conducted
at Georgetown ... without university
knowledge. The patients who are trying
to avoid bearing a child with a lethal
disease were treated at medical centers

for the Medical Center, said an internal

ve

ment.
Hughes did not return three phone
calls.
“Georgetown University adheres
strictly to the Ethical and Religious Directives for Catholic Health Care Services,” according to a Jan. 8 press release. The release also said that before

rassment this may have caused the university.”
In response to Hughes’ research, a
Jan. 14 Medical Center statement said,
“We take this matter very seriously and
are continuing internal discussions about
what to do.”
In the Jan. 15 Post article, Fiore said
that University President Leo J.
O’Donovan, S.J., ordered an investigation into Hughes’ work after he learned
from news reports that Hughes had performed embryo research at Suburban
Hospital in Bethesda, Md., with federal
resources.
The National Institutes of Health severed their relationship with Hughes last
October after an internal investigation
concluded that he used government
equipment and researchers to conduct
genetic research on human embryos despite a federal ban on any research that

might harm an embryo, according to the
Jan. 9 Post.

There remains disagreement on
whether or not Hughes’ research on embryonic genetic material, or DNA, is
embryonic research. The Ethical and
Religious Directives, which presents
Catholic doctrine on issues such as abortion and genetic experimentation, says
that “Nontherapeutic experiments on a
living embryo or fetus are not permitted,
even with the consent of the parents.”
However, Robert Baumiller, associate dean for health education programs
at Xavier University in Cincinnati and a
former Georgetown director of genetics,
said in the Jan. 15 Post article that the
directive does not specifically address
the question of research on embryonic
DNA.
Last February, the National Institute
See HUGHES, ». 2
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Dahlgren Chapel remains a fixture of Georgetown’s Catholic legacy.
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Rhodes Scholars Take the Long Road to Award
RHODES,

From bp. |

aspompous or arrogant. She’s very charismatic.”
Kevin Wildes, S.J., a bioethics professor in the philosophy department, has
worked with Francis since her sophomore year and serves as her senior thesis
adviser. “She’s come to a real appreciation of the complexity of the field. She
understands the important questions.”

Wardak arrived at Georgetown in the
fall of 1994 after a year at the University
of Maryland, bringing with him the anguish ofa childhood greatly affected by
war. A native of Afghanistan, his family
sought political asylum in the United
States following the April, 1978 invasionby the former Soviet Union. During
these years Wardak became a U.S. citi-

zen, butstill recalls a childhood shrouded
by armed conflict.

“War has defined every part of my
nature,” Wardak said. “As a child I
couldn’t understand why my nation had
been picked [for war]. I vowed as a child
that I wouldn't lift arms.”
The son of General Abdul-Rahim
Wardak, the chief
of armed forces during
the Afghanistan coalition government,
Wardak and his family moved to Pakistan in 1983 to take part in the resistance
movement. Since then, Wardak has
sought to make sense of the bloody war
through peaceful assistance of those living in war-torn regions. He founded and
organized the Bosnian Education Fund,

and has attempted to make a difference in
his native Afghanistan.
“It was logical to help out the refugees, to give the basic necessities of what
most Afghans lacked. | was put in an
extraordinary situation,” he said. “The

when Seth Miller, a 1990 graduate of
Colorado College, offered him a job with
the fledgling Rocky Mountain Youth
decent-minded would react the same.” . Corps in Taos. The non-profit organizaWardak hopes to write on the situation
tion evolved from a youth soccer proand argue for a movement toward degram, the New Mexico Pueblo Soccer
mocracy in Afghanistan, one coming
Start, established in 1988 and has since
through equality and not forced upon the
promoted youth as a viable resource in
population by elitist perspectives.
the community since the spring of 1995.
“There are a lack of people who are
Trujillo said he didn’t seek the Rhodes
voicing the dissent of the common perwhile an undergraduate because he didn’t
think it was appropriate for him at the
son. I’m angry that the common person
has suffered so much.”
time. (One can apply for the Rhodes up to
Trujillo, a native of Taos, N.M., carries
the age of 25.) He credited Puryear for his
with him a strong service background.
persistence in convincing him to apply.
Active in service-oriented projects his enFollowing studies at the International

tire life, he has attempted

to form

his

Development Center at Oxford, he hopes

community into a family, modeled after
his New Mexican Hispanic heritage.
After graduating from Georgetown in

to continue to promote non-profit organizations.
“If I could do anything, I’d run around
the globe setting up non-profits for our
own betterment,” Trujillo said. “Community-based non-profits can be more
effective, efficient and meaningful.”

May of 1995, he decided to work for a

non-profit organization for two years
before starting his graduate studies. The
opportunity to go home presented itself

Research Sparks Feud |
HUGHES, From bp. |

statement saying, “Recently. the Wash.

of Child Health and Human Development, a subdivision of the National
Institutes of Health, ended its $58million-dollarresearch grantto a Medical Center project analyzing high infant mortality rates in D.C. The Post
reported that controversy surrounded
the project, including infighting between Georgetown employees and

ington Post reported on experiments
by scientist Mark R. Hughes ... which
show an alarming disregard for the
rights and dignity of all human beings
.. Embryonic experimentation putsthe
life of the developing child under the

Roberto Romero, who headed the re-

search team. Evidences of impropriety
were found, including Romero’s stor-

age of aborted fetuses in university
freezers.
Preeya M. Noronha (SFS

97) and

Erik Ross (SFS ’99), president and
secretary of Georgetown University
Right to Life, respectively, released a

(0) 24 8

control of doctors and scientists, usurp-

ing the just role of the child’s mother
and father in natural conception

Hughes, according to a Jan. 8 Medj-

cal Center Public Relations press re.
lease, is a nationally renowned genetj-

cist specializing in molecular genetics
in human disease. He is a professor at
Georgetown University Medical Cen-

ter and the Director of the Institute for
Molecular and Human Genetics at the
Medical Center.

INTERNATIONAL

JOB SKILLS

exciting careers:

0 environmental studies
0 public health
0 government

TOYOTA'S REMARKABLE RAV
"Toyota's New RAV4 Seems To Bridge The Cast Casm Between Car And Truck. This

More Nimble Than Any SUV Made." -AutoWeek, June '96
“The RAV4 Is A Fun-Junkie's Dream Machine." -Car And Driver, April '96

Little Wagon With Big Wheels Is A Car And A Truck." -Car And Driver, April '96
"Rally-Car Performance, Camry-Like Quality"

-Car And Driver, July '96

There's More. Your RAV4 Can Be A 2-Door Or 4-Door, A Front-Wheel
Drive Or A 4-Wheel Drive, On-Road Or Off-Road Lue Room For Up
To 5 And Cargo, Too.
@

TOYOTARAV4...IT'S R[F]
TOYOTA
TOYOTA DEALER NOW!

I love what you do for me

YOUR

0 international organizations
international media,

business
Learn valuable analytic skills
from economics and the social
sciences.

Complete this intensive multidisciplinary degree in 12 to 15
months, while living in a fascinating international city.
Free details.

GRADUATE

SCHOOL OF

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Coral Gables, FL 33124-3010

305-284-4173; Fax: 305-284-4406
New URL:

http://www.miami.edu/gsis

\

| UNIVERSITY OF

BREAK THROUGH

.. like these Georgetown University Seniors who
jomed our office for the 1996 Summer Intern Program:

Simply €@D Best

We offer inter positions to both undergraduate and graduate students. If
you are a bachelors candidate, it is preferable that you have finished your
junior year before the internship begins. You should be working hard
toward completing an accounting degree.

NATURE OF ASSIGNMENTS

| Alyssa Franklin
Patrick Kelly
Paul Sieminski

As a group, you will go through several days of orientation and training
which will prepare you for your first assignment.

An internship with Arthur Andersen will give you an opportunity
to learn more about public accounting, financial consulting, and our
firm. You will have the opportunity to work side by side with our

Your internship will include a number of assignments that will introduce
you to various industries and companies of different sizes. Each engagement
will give you the opportunity to meet and work with different people of all
levels at Arthur Andersen.

staff who are continually practicing what you are learning in the

classroom. Here are some facts about the program.

We will be on campus February 13, 1997 interviewing Juniors pursuing

OPPORTUNITIES and QUALIFICATIONS

a Bachelors degree in Accounting or Seniors pursuing a Masters degree
in Accounting. Students can apply by submitting a Background Information
Sheet & Resume to:
|

The work you do as an intern will be similar to that of a new staff
person with the firm. Therefore, we look for the same qualities in an
intern candidate as we do in a full-time professional: qualities such as
demonstrated academic ability, leadership potential, and maturity. Our
interns are placed in client situations with responsible assignments right
away, making these qualities very important.

Arthur Andersen
1666 K Street, NW

Washington, D.C. 20006
Attn: Recruiting Department, Room 285-GT

ARTHUR
ANDERSEN
Washington Metro Offices
Baltimore » Washington, D.C. » Tysons

° Richmond.

and

normal development.”

New professional M.A. in International Affairs or Interamerican
Studies prepares you rapidly for

... The RAV4, Which Corners Better, Rides More Smoothly And Feels

]
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that AOL has zero tolerance for this kind of behavior,” AOL

Vice President for Integrity Insurance Tatiana Gau said in a
news release.
Ryan said he did not use Yale computing facilities to

@

.

ally tracked Ryan down. AOL is heralding Ryan’s conviction as a legal milestone -- the first successful prosecution of
a computer fraud involving an Internet on-line network.
The case “serves as a warning to any would-be hackers
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“Off-campus misconduct will not normally be the basis
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geek” who “tried to hack lots of things,” including attempts

1 .

to break into students’ e-mail accounts and Yale’s grade

S
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®

for disciplinary action by the University,” Yale undergraduate regulations state.
Acquaintances described Ryan as a “quirky computer

e efi

ing

to

d
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en

system.
“I just thought he was some computer geek but I never

A)

for
the

thought it would lead to something like this,” said Michael
Kestenbaum ’98, who shared a suite with Ryan during their

:

:

CALIFORNIA POLY STATE UNIVERSITY, Jan. 12—A
10-minute phone call is all students and families with incomes

freshman year.
/
He said he does not feel close to any Yale professor, and

under $50,000 need to file their federal taxes.

most of his friends are ones he met on-line.

According
to Internal Revenue Service public affairs officer

-»

Ryan said he balked at characterizing his defrauding of

Chip Maurer, “telefiling” started last year and expanded to

1

students this year.

;

AOL as an independent streak gone awry, but he feels “deep

i

:

In order to participate in the program, you must receive a

E
1

special TeleFile tax booklet in the mail from the IRS. The
booklet contains a special Personal Identification Numberthat

to the 508 employto4 percent, according
Several Yale colleagues helped Jorgenson secure the job, . crease 3.5 percent
according to Jorgenson’s attorney, John Stewart.
ers who responded. The survey estimates that chemical

3
a

substitutes for the signature normally required on paper re:
turns.
es really iid Maurer said. “It takes about 10 minutes

His departure from Yale saves administrators from having to decide whether to enforce the grievance board’s
recommendation to fire him at the end of first semester.

engineers will have the highest starting salaries ($42,758)
whereas journalists will have the lowest starting salaries at
$22,102.

i

and all you need is a touch-tone phone. And if you get direct

But Jorgenson has not necessarily finished dealing with

Scheetz said the economy is the main reason for the better

i
A

deposit, you can have the refund in about two weeks.”
This nationwide program was originally an H & R Block

the University. Yale may feel Jorgenson’s ire even after he
has departed — Stewart said his client may sue Yale, the

outlook. “When people a more money, they hire more
people to do more work. If the economy nose-dives . . . if

University, which denied him a tentative job offer after

said. “And if they quit hiring, the first [people] they quit

i

with the university.

regret” for committing the crime.

1

concept tested in the 1980s, but the IRS took over the program

Starting salaries for recent college graduates could in-

student who accused him of harassment and Ohio State

and made it nationwide last year.

Maurer said the electronic filing system eliminates paper-

discovering his involvement in the sexual harassment case.

lo

work. Under this system, taxpayers don’t need to send anything

His gripe against Yale lies both in its guilty verdict —

Because recent graduates require more trainingand hand-

i

in— not even W-2 forms.
For those who have complicated taxes and donot fill outthe

which he contests — and Yale’s failure to maintain the
confidentiality that sexual harassment cases are supposed to

holding, Scheetz said employers may favor hiring experienced applicants when money is tight.

4

1040EZ form, the TeleFile system may not work.

carry.

“My taxes are complicated, so I don’t think I’ll use the
program,” said Stacey White, an architecture senior.
Telefiling will not reach all students. Maurer said that
because students move around alot and do not always forward

oe
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The professors filed amicus briefs,
Professor Sulmasy explained that in
gjsoknownas‘friendsofthecourt’ briefs.
some cases the teachings of the Catholic
«The briefs present legal arguments on ~~ Church may play a role in university
policy. “In terms of medicine we have
one side of a legal issue ... and assist the

The purpose of the Center
for Minority
Student Affairs is to promote the retention and graduation of minority students
by creating a positive academic, social

Christmas, the position was offered to
williams and he accepted.
Williams is the director of the Learnino Skills Center at Cornell University,

and cultural experience for students at

here he has served as a faculty member

Beauchamp said.

cian-assisted suicide,”
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jygticesin making their decision,”
Quinn
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Some organizations have questioned

the right to restrain certain medical prac-
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tices. If the court made physician-as-

sisted suicide legal we could say that we

Professor Tom Beauchamp signeda
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different from AP

views on an issue,”
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Court brief supporting a

Supreme
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patient's right to die. The Supreme

Sulmasy said. “Itis

the conscience of individuals.
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The importance of the briefs came to

the surface last Wednesday when the

Supreme Court heard oral arguments in

4
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turned by the U.S. Court of Appeals. On
the other side of the debatenui
was Harvard

jon to teach and research at a Catholic
{jpiversi
being respectfuful
he isnot bei
niversity, and dheisnot

the cases of Vacco vs. Quill and Washi
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University Law
who argued that terminally ill patients

of the school’s Catholic identity.
“In some Catholic institutions you

Quinn, “Briefs are more important than
oral arguments in some cases.”

The Supreme Court has until the end
of the term to make a decision on the
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ve tan to die with the help of their
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15 Daniel ai
_
canwiile,
Daniel Sumasy, assist.
tant professor
of medicineanddirectorof

Based on the tenor of the justices’
butat Georgetown
mjghthave problems,
debates such as this one are welcome,”
comments, the New York Law Journal
Beauchamp said.
:
:
and Newsweek believe the Court will
«Academic freedom is essential tothe ~ wait to resolve the issue of physician-

case “The decision could be made the
next day of oral arguments, it could be
next June,” said Sevgi Tekeli, a clerk at
(6 Supreme Court.
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The national American Collegians for

Life Conference will return to the Geor-

“It’s a very fluid position,” Gonzales

id. “Th “There are constant
tant challenges.
chall
»
said.
A search committee of 14 people was
formed in May with Professor Valerie

Although Williams will not formally
be on campus intermittently until that
:
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Y
time.
Williams was unavailable to comment about his new position.
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Liz Schmidt founded the Coalition for
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American Pro-life University Students,

According to Ross, the organization has

weekend's “Class of 2000” show at the
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esident.
Over 300 students are participating in

the show and they will wear 200 different university sweatshirts
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GU Right to Life members have also

’97), the President of the College Demo-

about such issues as abortion, the death

nent speakers such as Bay Buchanan,

Dr. Alan Keyes and Georgetown profes-

symbolic gesture of placing crosses on

crats, said “Everyone who goes to Geor-

4nd the Dave Matthews Band will ay

sor Dr. Edmund Pellegrino present their

number of abortions that occurred dur-

the campaign and inauguration and this

Nabanita Chaterjee (COL "97), aboard

King said, “I think a lot of enthusiastic
people attend [the conference] and they

in, Judith

Dollenmayer,

a means of educating college students

according to

order to provide more support and education for pregnant students.

Copley Lawn in order to indicate the
ing the allotted time.

Preeya M. Noronha (SFS *97), president

thoughts on abortion, the death penalty

>
:
of GU Right to Life.
“We get to hear prominent pro-life

and euthanasia. Two of these presentations are entitled “Adoption is a better

speakers and meet people from all over

option” and “Chastity: anew approach,”

According to Chris Terrell, president

speaker roster; [the speakers] are very

vidual donorsand theregistration feesof

University of New Hampshire, are al-

a precursor for the annual “March for

this conference has faced mild opposi-

nity over this issue rather than act
asour leaders,” resident Jim Hanly
said. “We have to concentrate on

that

Fogarty

and

Still, some residents voiced

consensus and official purpose.

“Once again, you have done

something to divide the commu-

making it whole.”

the country with the same ideas. From
there, we can get more ideas and more
inspiration,” Noronha said.

of the American Collegians for Life,
students from 35 universities, such as
the University of Notre Dame and the

according to Thomas King, SJ, who advises the GU Right to Life.
“There couldn’t possibly be a better
important figures,” said Erik Ross, secretary of GU Right to life.
Ross said the conference will serve as

get an understanding of what these is-

:
sues really are.”
Funding for the conference is provided entirely by the ACL from indi-

$35 per person before December Istand
$50 apiece afterward.
Both King and Tyrrell mentioned that

:
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engaged in peaceful protests, includinga

1988.

Sunday night in USAir Arena.
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assume his duties until April 1, he will
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dents, will co-sponsor the event with

Sinderbrand did not know about
and had not been invited to,
McFarlane said.
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Babb described Williams as “An as-

the District public schools and oversee-

graduates of 1989 Michael Pauley and

as the American Collegians for Life in ~~ getown University pregnancy center in

magazine.

» the director 1

created by two former Georgetown stu-

asking for a

These six members signed the
letter at a meeting some days
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Prior to that, Williams was a journalist

3nd Education Editor at Newsweek

speedy decision in the case. It was

sent to the court

and Jonda McFarlane.
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Interim Director Monica Gonzaleshas
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“Professor Beauchamp made the deci-

p

Georgetown.

Court has yet to decide on the issue.

tity in Catholic higher education, said,

Te, Mo

Babb as chair. A national search was
conducted by placing advertisements in
educational journals. After applications

for Minority Student Affairs April 1.

tor of the Kennedy Institute of Ethics.

Ing been over-

°

rankings “shouldn’t be in college.”

New Minority Student
Directo Chosen
irs Director
| Affairs
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student who chooses which college to attend based solely on

The company called in the Secret Service, which eventu-

policy,” Sulmasy said.

defended New York’s ban on physician-

iy

Fallows, an editor at U.S. News, defended his magazine’s
survey in a speech at UT in November, stating that any

in its own chat rooms tipped AOL off, officials said.

y

@

system in evaluating universities is not arbitrary. James

Ryan let people know about his program by describing it
in AOL chatrooms, but constant mentionsof “AOLAFREE”

suicide.
2
Tom Beauchamp, professor of philosophy and a Senior Research Scholar
at the Kennedy Institute of Ethics, co-

,

!

Harvard and Yale, have since joined the movement.

Court case regarding physician-assisted

State Attorney General David Vacco

i

University. Student leaders at several universities, including

and jetters of recommendation were reviewed, candidates
were interviewed and

EE

|

ogy and scientific validity of the survey, but he has not taken

Dennis Williams will assume the duties of director of Georgetown’s Center

SHON

-

Council, offered to help formulate a faculty council resolu-

tion denouncing the ranking system.
‘UT President Robert Berdahl has criticized the methodol-

said Kevin Wildes, S.J., Assistant professor of philosophy and associate direc-

was that there is a liberty right to physi-
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yggisted suicide because I think itis bad
medicine, bad morals and bad public

signed a brief in support of physician-

:

Could

By ALison HEATH |
Hova Starr WRITER

assisted suicide. “The position thatItook
o

the magazine's survey in the future.
Bernard Rapoport, chairman of the UT System Board of
Regents, has also offered support for the SG initiative, Tsai
said. He also said Paul Woodruff, chairman of the Faculty

natureofauniversity and historically
has
been the reason why there is tension
between universities and local bishops,”

Georgetown professors were involved
on both sides of last week’s Supreme

¢

Tsai said Sunday that UT System Chancellor William
Cunningham told him that if asked. he would write a public

the Center for Clinical Bioethics, cosigned a brief against physician-assisted
suicide. “I am opposed to physician-

.
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program, AOL representatives said. The scheme operated ~~ U.S. News has consistently maintained that its rankings
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mentPresidentJeff Tsai hasenlisted
the support of UT officials
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America Online without paying AOL’s hourly rate.

have an easier time finding a job, according to a Michigan

Employersrespondingtoa survey anticipated 6.2 percent
more job openings than last year, said Patrick Scheetz,

Tein.

Cott
.

S
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stronger economy in 1996 may mean college graduates will ~~ On one day, about 2,000 people used AOL via Ryan’s

ance board found guilty of sexual harassment, has gained a
temporary researchpositionatthe Institute
for Advanced Study
IE

0

ware called “AOL4FREE,” which let him and others access = boycotting the magazine survey began last fall at Stanford

ematics professor Jay Jorgenson, whom a Yale College griev- = State University study.

stitute

B

pled guilty to charges of computer fraud in a U.S. district = subsequent action.
court on Jan. 8. He faces a maximum of five years in prison
The Student Government’s actions are part of a growing
and up to $250,000 in fines for cheating America Online out national effort by student leaders on college campuses to
of an estimated $40,000 to $70,000.
encourage administrators to boycott the annual report by
Ryan, known on-line as “Happy Hardcore,” created soft- refusing U.S. News requests for information. The idea of

PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY. Jan. 13—A

YALE UNIVERSITY, Jan. 15 — Former assistant math-
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letter backing the Student Government movement to boycott

said the student, who asked to remain anony-
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hiring is new college graduates.”

Since Jorgenson denies the charges against him, he may
file a libel suit against the student, who maintains the truth
of her accusations.
of
“What lies did I spread? [A suit is] unfounded and

their mail, the booklet might not reach everyone.
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employers have to tighten their belts, they quit hiring,” he ~~ UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, Jan. 13 — Student Govern-
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Ryan was freed on $10,000 bond.

Sunday, the College Democrats will

sponsor the Georgetown Inaugural Ball

According to Smith, students will be

lip-synching to music
Bernadette

Peters.

behind

singer

Smith said stu i

in Copley Lounge. Mike Jacobs (COL; cinterested in the show because it will

getown has one chance to participate in

televised on CBS at 5 p.m.

Sunday

form later.

Pp

is

inde

sstiber oF the Collage Deimos

Last month the College Democrats
publicized available volunteer positions

olunteering for the: VicesPresidontial
Inaugural Committee at the rented Vet-

on the inaugural committees. According

A‘

Office. She said her fob

to Jacobs, students submitted letters and
resumes to the committees and were
accepted over winter break.

acals With customer rv] ce planning. “I
1. oo nooiio ara taken care of Ss
rehearsal celebration
gettin id Sa

committee after Christmas and began
working inthe Media Center Committee
on Jan. 5. Meyer earned the title Co-

“It is crazy over here It is amazing
0 ch thought excruciating detail
is neidered and ow many people fe

Liz Meyer (COL *99) heard from the ~~ 7 i

Executive Director of Volunteers and

AIL ATera” She said

working here,” Chaterjee said

Chaterjee S150 Worked on the plan-

Life” in Washington that will take place

tion in the past and that not everyone has

recruited about 300 college volunteers

Terrell added that he expects anywhere

this year on Wednesday, Jan. 22, the

been “friendly to [their] cause.” How-

from the D.C. area. The volunteers will

ning for the ball. “I want to stress that

.
from 100 to 600 people to attend.
Terrell also emphasized that this year s

anniversary of the Roe vs. Wade Supreme Court decision.

ever, neither was particularly concerned
about violent protest.
2

be working in a tent center set up on the
Nal and providing services for report-

[the Ball] is ol a partisan thing. We
wanted to involve the entire Georgetown

ACL organization arose. Georgetown

the year for GU Right to Life, members

Monday morning.

To Go

ready registeredtoattend the conference.

ACL conference is unique because it
will be held at Georgetown, where the

The conference begins at 8 a.m. SaturAlthough the ACL conference serves
as one of the most important functionsof ~ day in the ICC Galleria and will close

for
“rhursdav nicht. studentsrehearsed
ursday night, student

or

community. Itis an up-scale event—not
Merton really nike and clasty,” she

_
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A Catholic University?
Last month, a year-long seminar concerning Georgetown University’s relation-

ship with the Catholic Church concluded
with the release of “Centered Pluralism.”
In this vague document the participants resolved that Georgetown must
recognize and cultivate its heritage as a
Catholic and Jesuit institution without
imposing religion on others or stifling
intellectual growth. The document will
probably begin a dialogue, but is far from
a definitive statement on Georgetown’s
status with the church.
Although the tremendous effort put
forth by those who participated in the
seminar deserves applause, the document itself only further adds to the confusion
and
ambivalence
of the
administration's policies concerning the

Catholic Church. Instead of avoiding the
obvious conflict between Georgetown’s
Catholic tradition and its commitment to
diverse and sometimes controversial education, it is time for the university to
confront the conflictand redefine its iden-

tity.
Georgetown’s relationship with the
Catholic Church has consistently evoked
misunderstanding, ignorance and open
argument. President O’'Donovan’s decision to fund a pro-choice campus organization in 1991-92 is an obvious example:
The fact that many Catholic leaders,

alumni and students were outraged by
the decision at the same time as numerous student groups and faculty applauded
it indicates a severe identity crisis. More
recently, the lack of criticism by President O'Donovan of the partial-birth abortion bill veto by President Clinton demonstrates the same problem.

O'Donovan is

put in the difficult position of being a
Catholic leading a school in which less
than half of the students are Catholic.
Obviously, the conflicts over these issues represent the very different attitudes students bring to Georgetown concerning its Catholic heritage. Some see
Catholicism as a vital and defining characteristic while others see it as a peripheral concern with very little impact on.
university policy. Polarization and confusion among faculty, students and organizations are the direct results of the
administration’s ambivalence.
While dther Catholic universities such
as Boston College and the University of
Notre Dame take pride in proclaiming
their Catholic standing, just as many

other universities are thriving without
any religious affiliation at all, Georgetown is not comfortable with either route.
Georgetown University must go beyond
its obtuse statement — it is time the
university truly defined its relationship
with the Catholic Church.

Choosing to Die
Professor
of Philosophy
Tom
Beauchamp recently cosigned an amicus
brief filed with the Clerk of the Supreme
Court for the case

Vacco

vs. Quill,

and

Director of Georgetown’s Center for Clinical Bioethics Daniel Sulmasy cosigned
an opposing brief in another related case
before the Supreme Court, Washington
vs. Glucksberg. Beauchamp’s brief expressed support for the right of a patient
to seek a doctor's assistance in easing the
a suicide procedure.
Georgetown’s official position as a
Catholic university of disapproving of all
forms of suicide notwithstanding,
Beauchamp’s action is commendable. As
an institute of higher learning, one of
Georgetown’s most valuable lessons is
teaching students to stand up for what
they feel is right. This lesson is aided by
Beauchamp’s positive example.
Such praise also warrants a look at the
issues addressed in the brief. It is irresponsible to assert that the government
has no right to regulate suicide; when a
person is a danger to himself or others,
society has a clear interest in preventing
the suicide.
Physician-assisted suicide presents an
entirely different dynamic. In cases of
terminal illness, a death assisted by a
physician is often a dignified way to die
with minimum pain and suffering.
An argument often made against phy-

NOT SURE. SOME
RELIGIOUS THING, MAYBE.

sician-assisted suicide emphasizes the
“sanctity of life.” However, modern technology often usurps much of the “naturalness” of life, as when a person is
hooked up to a multitude of life-support
machines. If an argument on the sanctity
of life applies to ending the life, it also
must be applied to extending the life — if
medicine can be used to extend a life, it
should also be used to end the life of a
terminally ill patient in the most painless
way

possible.

;

A doctor's role in this situation is to
advise a person of his or her options. The
physician must understand that a diagnosis with terminal illness is traumatic to
a patient and must not push suicide on

the patient.

Indeed,

one

[8
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Letters to the Editor

For the Freedom of Association
To THE EDITOR:
As a charter member of the George, town chapter of the Knights of Columbus,
I wish to applaud the editorial position
taken by Tue Hoya (“Secrets Hurt the
Community,” Dec. 6, 1996) that “the university administration cannot and should
not take efforts to prohibit or restrict the
free association of its students.”
This is a particularly timely statement
because of the faculty’s contemporaneous publication of “Centered Pluralism,”
which ostensibly calls for Georgetown to
become morealive with its Catholic identity. As you (perhaps inadvertently) point
out in your editorial, any such repressive
policy concerning the associational life
of students contradicts the principle of
authority, fundamental to Catholic social teaching, that directs that authority

6-

be used only within proper limits. It
contradicts also the church’s principle of
subsidiarity, which encourages the autonomy of smaller communities and the
associational life of free-willed persons.
Unfortunately, the entire student activities office’s bureaucratic superstructure
is predicated on exactly the sort of intrusions that you advocate against. As we
saw with the Philodemic Society two
years ago, even bylaws, the essence of
associational free speech, are tampered
with by the puppeteers in the Office of
Student Programs.
Yet

most

ironic,

under

the

administration’s ludicrous “access to
benefits” policy, the Knights of Columbus are not eligible for student programs
benefits because their membership is

limited to Catholic men. In other words,

invention

anorganizationthathasanecclesiological
identity — a juridical person in cannon
law— whose leaders arereceived yearly
by Pope John Paul I, is not eligible for
student activity benefits at what has been
termed the “alma mater of Catholic universities in the United States.” No doubt
they would fare better at the Office of
Student Programs ifthey were gay Catholic men. I have a bit of trouble determining where on the spectrum between stupidand moronic such a policy should lie.
Until such politically correct absurdities
are removed, the recent faculty call for

Georgetown to become more Catholic is
as valuable as a Georgetown English
degree.
Tuomas J. FISHER (CAS ’90)
Jan. 13, 1997

of

printi
though

of the worst

nightmares of physician-assisted suicide
would be doctors advocating suicide as a
money-saving

proposition.

Once a person decides to seek assistance in death, he or she should have
sought the opinion of many doctors to
make sure the illness is indeed terminal.
The person’s doctor should be discouraged from performing the suicide; the job
of ending the life must be delegated to
someone

without

an emotional

compared
with

the

invention

of

connec-

tion to the patient.
The key to the process is to find the
most dignified way to die, which is always
preferable to the desperation of voluntary, solitary suicide.
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a Check out the review of §
* Madonna’s biggest film n
= to date, the holiday
.
.
.
a release of “Evita.”
nu
.
-See page 56%

+ Woody Allen adds his
own touch to musical
film with his latest,

“Everyone Says I Love

You.”

-See page 66

“San Francisco Cop
¢

Eddie Murphys

@

After a prolonged sabbatical from widespread popularity, Eddie Murphy returns to
histraditional action/comedy selfin Touch-

Rapaport (“Higher Learning,” “Mighty
Aphrodite.”) McCall is a sharp-shooting, lip-reading prodigy expected to become Scott Roper’s eventual successor.
Added to this burden is the mysterious
murder of Roper’s long-time friend Sam
Baffert, played by Art Evans (“Die Hard

stone Pictures’ “Metro.” Murphy, whose

2,” “CB4.”) After hearing screams out-

previous credits include the enormously
successful “48 Hours” and “Beverly Hills
Cop” series, plays Scott Roper, a witty
hostage negotiator suddenly confronted
with a psychotic adversary. The eye-popping action sequences throughout the film

side a building where Baffert was to
question a suspect, Roper rushes in to
find his friend lying in the elevator, his
throat cut from ear to ear.
Naturally, Roper immediately blames
himself for his fellow officer’s death and
embarks on a vengeful search for the

MatT GAERTNER
Hoya STAFF WRITER
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should attract a large audience, but at the

ee

heart of this high-flying flick lies a disappointingly bland story line.
Roper is widely recognized as San
Francisco’s best arbitrator, a man who

can walk into a hopeless hostage situation and, for the most part, fast-talk his
way to a peaceful solution. Whether at

A

‘Metro’ Makes for a Mediocre Movie

the horse track or in the line of fire, life is

a gamble for Scott Roper and, more often
than not, he hits paydirt. However, despite all of his boyish charm. Roper is
denied what he most sorely wants: another shot at his ex-girlfriend, Ronnie

Tate, played by newcomer Carmen Ejogo.
Despite his best efforts, Roper is re-

peatedly turned down by Tate, who is
involved instead witha high-profile baseball player earning $2 million a year.
Tate will not occupy Roper’s mind for
long, however, as more pressing events
soon command his attention.
He

Kevin

is first assigned a new

McCall,

played

by

partner,

Michael

killer. Michael

Wincott

(“The

Crow,”

“Born on the Fourth of July”) gives a
chilling performance as Michael Korda,
the merciless killer who slew Sam Baffert.
Korda’s main goal, though, is to reacquire $10 million of stolen jewelry and
he will stop at nothing less than success.
The first confrontation between Roper
and Korda takes place during yet another
hostage negotiation, and leads us to the

between Eddie Murphy and Carmen
Ejogo is surprisingly boring, and does
not even closely compare to the gritty
tension between Roper and Korda.
It is the battle between these two titans
— the bursts of action and Eddie
Murphy’s on-screen charisma — that
disguise this film’s lack of substance.
When the paper-thin plot is exposed, it is
obvious that director Thomas Carter
(“Swing Kids”) relied a bittoo heavily on
deafening explosions and Murphy’s million-dollar smile, and did not concen
trate enough on developing any intriguing twists in the screenplay.
Also disappointing in this film is
Murphy’s slight departure from the formula of “Beverly Hills Cop,” the 1985

film that made him one of the most bankable stars in Hollywood. Unlike thatblockbuster, “Metro” gives Murphy little opportunity to display hisimmense comedic
talents. The few times in this film in which
Murphy is given room to flex his comedic
muscles, the legendary laugh-maker is
nothing short of hilarious. Though
most memorable sequence in the film.
Murphy’s dramatic skills have certainly
After narrowly escaping from an army of
progressed since the disastrous “Vampire
sharp-shooters and SWAT team memin Brooklyn,” they are not enough to combers, Korda leads Roper on a wild chase
mand an audience, especially when the
through the streets of San Francisco. The
action breezes through traffic until it film’s plot lacks original thought.
Still, in an age when explosive action
culminates in a wildly raucous trolley
and outrageous stunts are en vogue,
ride, in which both cat and mouse nar“Metro” makes the grade as solid enterrowly escape death.
tainment, be it mildly pointless. Let’s |
The movie continues this way, with
just hope that next time Murphy can find
exhilarating action sequences breaking
the monotony ofthe developingromance
a director whose knack for film making |g
can match his ability to entertain.
between Roper and Tate. The interaction

BoDeans
By JoHn RocHE
Hoya STAFF WRITER

Nostalgia— that funny feeling that sneaks up on everyone

Bde at one time or another — can
come from reminiscing, being with old
friends and, many times, can even come

from listening to music. For a lot of
people, there is usually that one band
- whose music is so special that listening to
it gets them acting like kids all over again.
Some bands apparently have that effect on
entire age groups at once.

One of those bands with this unique
effectthe Milwaukee-based foursome, the
BoDeans. Although it is probably less
well-known to today’s college students,
the BoDeans have actually been making
records and touring the country for ten
years. Their show at the 9:30 Club Dec.
10th was a testimony to the band’s developed fan base—one with a loyalty scantly
found in today’s market of one-album
wonders. The stuffed venue was one ofthe
band’s first shows in its tour to support its
latest release, the overdue but otherwise
fabulous Warner Reprise collection entitled “Blend.”
“Blend” clearly captures the essence of
the BoDeans; most of their songs are
poignant but transcend the generics of a
heartfelt ballad by featuring nifty guitar
progressions and masterful vocal interplay between lead singers/guitarists Sam
Llanas and Kurt Neumann. The two are at
their best on the leadoff track, “The UnJOHN RovwF /THE Hoya
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The BoDeans brought their pop sound to the 9:30 Club on Dec. 10th.

derstanding,” jointly humming the chorus while Llanas sings the verses. On the
album’s other very strong track, “Heart of

Rock an Older Audience
A Miracle,” Neumann handles the verses.

The harmonies are again brilliant but
eclipsed by the sweet sound of an accordion during the chorus. When the band
wants to mix it up, they’re not above
pounding-out eerie, percussion-laced
tracks like “Count On Me” or the excessively giddy “Hey Pretty Girl.”
Asgoodasthestudioistothe BoDeans’
sound, their music has a whole new dimension when they performs live. For a
regular 9:30 Club-goer, the most defining
aspect of the audience gathered for the
BoDeans show had to be the fans’ ages.
Most of them were at least in their late
twenties and many looked older. The preshow prattle among spectators focused on

where the kids were for the evening or
how the company was doing. Once the
show began, however, the excitement
seemed unbearable, so much so that a
security guard had to ask a gray-haired,
balding man to stop slam-dancing into
other people. (The other fans didn’t seem
to mind, though.)

To understand the appeal of the
BoDeans’ live performance is to attempt
to grasp something unduly surreal, a phenomenon curiously intangible. Their lyrics may not be the most profound, but
when they come from the fervid vocal
efforts of Llanas and Neumann and coast
into the music of spirited, bouncy guitar
progressions — or sometimes poignant
acoustic ballads
— the feeling is electric.
How else to explain a performance where
an audience of close to a thousand latetwenty- and mid-thirty-somethings are
feverishly dancing and singing in unison
for more than two and a half hours includ-

Whistle Blown

-

Lk

By STEPHANIE GATTON

Andrew Lloyd Webber.
In an unusual move, “Whistle Down

the Wind” made its world premiere not
in New York but in Washington, at the
National Theatre Dec. 12. However, an

unusual beginning is fitting for a play
that focuses onthe appearance ofa Christlike figure in the deep South. The plot
revolves around the residents ofa 1950s
rural

Louisiana town

,whose

lives are

turned upside down by the arrival of a
mysterious stranger (Davis Gaines). The
townspeople are bible-toting, scriptureloving people who balk at the news of an
escaped convict from the nearby prison.
They preach love and kindness, and urge
their children to stay away from the radical Christian revivals who have come to
town (portrayed in a scene complete with
people speaking in tongues and slithering snakes).
The convict, who bears a striking re-

semblance to Jesus, is found lying unconsciousinapile ofhay by innocentand
unknowing seventeen-year old Swallow
(Irene Molloy). In the most purely comi-

safer to put it in layman’s terms: the
BoDeansare one of the best live actsinthe
country in small venues
— the Pearl Jam
of club bands, if you will.
Most of the band’s playful electricity
comes from

Llanas and Neumann,

who

sing and write virtually all of the music.
They set the tone for each song by standing
next to each other in center stage, either

gleefully hopping and dancing around or
lavishly relaxing for a softer number. The
show was all business for bassist Bob
Griffin, who occasionally dipped his bass
into the crowd, and drummer Nick Kitsos,

whose moment cameat the end of their first
encore, when he and Neumann simultaneously performed a three-minute drum
solo.
What followed the drum solo has to be
one of the best show-stealers in the business. Kitsos and Griffin remained offstage while Neumann and Llanas mesmerized everyone with anacoustic duet of
“It’s Only Love.” Not only did the two
turnoffthe microphones and dim the lights
while they played, but the entire audience

BY JASON SOLAREK
Sadly, America istreatedto

justone film like “Portrait of
a Lady” for every one million Jean Claude Van
Damme movies. “Portrait” helps redeem
the movie-goer from the barrage of bimbo
flicks. Instead of portraying mindless

man’s identity, to which he calls out
“Jesus Christ!” in exasperation before
fainting. Mistaking his exasperated utterance for the truth, Swallow believes
she has stumbled upon the second coming.

women that simply covet the male, “Por-

Through word of mouth. the local chil-

dren hear Jesus is alive in Swallow’s

barn. They make pilgrimages to him,
bestowing everything from stolen food
toplastic flowersupon him. In “No Matter
What,” they pledge their loyalty and love
to their supposed savior.
Clearly the two sides of the coin represented herearethe children and the adults.
In the finale of Act One, over a dozen

kids gleefully run circles around the
adults, proclaiming of times “When
Children Rule the World,” while the
adults, their faces covered with mean
scowls and glares, vow

to hunt down

their convict.
As in any musical, romantic tension is
required. Here it’s found between the
coming-of-age Swallow and the convict.
Painfully reminiscent ofanother doomed

Lloyd Webber couple (“The Phantom of §

the Opera”’s

themselves. If all this seems arcane, it’s

SPECIAL TO THE HOYA

cal scene of the play, Swallow asks the

Anyone looking to find the latest reincarnation of Jesus should not attempt to
find him in “Whistle Down the Wind.”
the latest musical effort put forth by

ing two encores?
The BoDeans’ fans are certainly intense, but to say the band has a cult
following would not do justice to the
sophistication of their music. Nonetheless, fans universally engage in irregular
behavior during their shows. Watch them
perform and you become a part of something out of the ordinary: a bizarre, euphoric bond with a large group of people
that stems from the mutual need to express a love of great live music.
People seem to want to lose control of

— including club staff — watched in
absolute silence so that the sound could
project throughout the entire place.
It did. And when the number was over,

the uproar was deafening, as it had been all
night.
Other highlights from the set included
fan favorites like “Good Things,” which
theaudience sang word for word; “Still The
Night,” an extended version of which closed
out the show; “She’s A Runaway”, which

Llanas opened by singing a verse from the
1950s track of the same name; and early
classics such as “Looking for Me Somewhere,” “Angels” and “Ultimately Fine.”

These last three tracks were all off the
band’soriginal 1986release, entitled “Love
and Hope and Sex and Dreams,” widely
considered their best effort by fans and
critics alike.
For now, a lot of teens and college-goers
probably know the BoDeans as “the band
that sings that song from Party of Five,” an
atrocity giventheirtremendoustalent.
That
infamous Wednesday night-show tune,
which sold over 500,000 copies asa single,
iscalled“Closerto Free.” It merely scratches
the surface of their musical talent, though
the band nonetheless recognized its significance among fans by playing it at the
end of its first set at the 9:30 Club.
Although “Blend” probably lacks a
jaunty, alamode Billboard
tune like “Closer
to Free,” the band’s momentum from the

song’s popularity — which came three
years after it was written — will probably
get them some younger listeners. And if
those same people venture out to see the
BoDeans live, well, the band’s best days

may still be ahead of them.

Portrait of a SUCCESS

On Webber’s Show
Hoya STAFF WRITER

Courtesy OF MGM

that AxI? Eddie Murphy plays San Francisco cop Scott Roper in ‘Metro.’

Phantom

and Christine),

Gaines’ character quickly becomes protective of Swallow and casts more than a

few longing glances at her. But Swallow
See WHISTLE, .8G

7 THE NATION THEATRE

Irene Molloy and Davis Gaines in Andrew Lloyd Webber's “Whistle Down the Wind.”

trait” is unique because it explores the
strengths of real women — women we
know as mothers, sisters and girlfriends.
The exquisite Nicole Kidman plays
Isabel Archer, a young, independentminded American in Europe who refuses
to be captured by marriage. She fears
marriage will relegate her to a life of
servitude and, accordingly, hinder her from
discovering herself.
“Portrait” even hints that just men in
themselves
are problematic— besides the
male-favoring institution of marriage —
because of men’s imposition on women’s
lives. This conflict is symbolized by the
male characters’ awkward interruptions
during scenes of female bonding, aggressive patronage and emotional and physical abuse toward the lady protagonists.
Isabel chooses to travel instead of settling down with a husband. Her journeys
allows her to be free and fulfill her yearning to find her own identity. Kidman is
actually like the journeyman played by
Brad Pitt in “Legends of the Fall.” Although she is wooed more than Pitt, she

perseveres as he does — in refusing to

settle down. An American lover crosses
the Great Blue annually to propose to her
and her cousin devotes his friendship to
her, butneither is successful in gaining her
hand.
Isabel inherits a grand fortune and is
promptly ogled by the manipulative and
shady Osmond, played by John Malkovich.
Isabel’sportraitasa
fiery, virtuous spiritis
smeared by Malkovich, and an inspiring
battle of the wills begins. Will Isabel’s
identity beredeemed and freed or will itbe
confined to the cloistering frame of marriage?
Adding to Kidman’s credibility as an
introspective, yearning woman is crafty
mix of choice cinematography and charming music. Ornate parquetry and marquetry sleep in the corners amongst rich-asfleece curtainsand bedshams.
The piano’s
notes swirl among the decor and through
the eighteenth century lover’s gaits without even rustling a pillow sash.
The acting by Kidman and Malkovich
is quite good, as well as the supporting
performances by Barbara Hershey, Mar-

tin Donovan and Mary-Louise Parker. The
exceptional

symbolism

and

allusions,

which are well adapted from the classic
novel written by Henry James are so well
crafted that the stars of the film have little
choice but to be drawn into this unique
tale. While “Portrait” doesn’t follow the
typical blockbuster formula of babes,
brawnand blasts, its attention to the beauty

of the human soul and its battle to express this gift make it a portrait worth
sitting for.
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Moe Better Rock and Roll 0 ¢
Hoy Starr WRITER
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Call Moe the rebel child of
+) the popularrock-and-roll family. Rather than participate in

the family’s whiny guitar progressions

and [-hate-myself lyrical games, Moe
is one of those bands that would run off
and play without any supervision —
and everyone knows that’s when people
have the most fun.
This is the mold in which the band
created its Sony

Records debut, “No

Doy.” On it, the improv voodoo-rock
quartet joyfully amasses more than 70
minutes of pure musical and lyrical
bliss, with barely a trace of big-market
rock-and-roll conformity. (Réad:
They re making great music, and they
actually sound like they’re enjoying
themselves.)
Seventy minutes may not seem like
an eternity for a full-length LP, but
since the album has only nine tracks,
Moe's message is clear: unheralded
songwriting efforts need not apply.
Nearly every song warrants a few
instrumental solos and seemingly a
different vocalist as well. The lead vocal duties are shared by bassist Rob
Derhak, guitarist Chuck Garvey and
guitarist Al Schnur, but drummer Chris
Mazur also chimes in on vocal inserts

pitched whoop by screaming “God is
great!” during the choruses.
As catchy as the lyrics are — the only
utterly preposterous ones coming on the
stale a cappella efforts of “Spine of A
Dog” — they rarely eclipse Moe's relentless instrumentals, at their best on
the 11-minute epic, “Bring You Down,”
which sounds incredibly like a live recording.
“No Doy” contains no live recordings, but when Moe does play live shows,
as they do about 200 times a year, the
band’s live sound is captivating.
In November, the band packed The
Bayou with hundreds of “Moe’rons”
—
the members of the band’s ever-increasing cult following. The interest shown
by the exuberant crowd closely resembled the larger followings of bands
such as Phish and the Grateful Dead,

with hordes of fans shaking and spinning for the entirety of 15-minute
songs.
For die-hard Moe’rons and even music-listenersnew to Moe’s staple of fans,
aMoe concert, complete with 15-minute
epics, is not to be missed. In fact, Moe’s
first D.C.-area performance of the new
year will be this Wednesday at
Georgetown’s musical hotspot, The
Bayou. Be prepared for an intense musical experience that will undoubtedly
move the audience.

Albino Alligator Has Bite
By MicaH Sachs
Hoya Starr WRITER

“Albino Alligator” is a rare
film. That’s not really a compliment, but it’s not particularly insulting either.
What makes “Albino Alligator” so uncommon is its remarkable ability to be as
good as it is bad. It is competently made,
but certainly not inspired. It drags in parts
and picks up in others. Even the name is
somewhat interesting, butnot memorable.
“Albino Alligator” is a perfectly executed
exercise in mediocrity.
“Albino Alligator” is a neo-noir set in
New Orleans. It is about three moderately
intelligent, moderately foolish small-time
criminals who find themselves in a world
of poop whenthey accidentally runoveran
undercover cop. They then kill his two
partners in an effective but pootly planned
traffic “accident.”
One of the criminals, played by Gary
Sinise, is so injured in this smash-up that
the other two, played by William Fichtner
and Matt Dillon, drag hintinto Dino’s Pub
to get him cleaned up. The cops arrive and
the stage is set for an old-time standoff,

complete with SWAT team, annoying hostages and an opportunistic reporter from
Channel 7 Action News.
Matt Dillon is the trio’s leader, mostly
because Sinise is unconscious for half of
the film. When Sinise comes to, we see that

despite his obvious intelligence, he’s too
soft to handle a hostage situation.
Sinise’snemesis
on the teams Fichtner,

who plays the sociopath of the three. He's
the kind of guy who gets kicks out of
breaking fingers.
Dillon, a tough guy with a conscience,
finds himself torn between Fichtner, who

is committed to escape at all costs, and
Sinise, who has the emotional advantage
of being Dillons brother. Dillon the actor

first seems to be copping moves from the
tougher guysin better films: Gabriel Byrne
in “The Usual Suspects,” Samuel Jackson
in “Pulp Fiction,” etc. But as the movie
goes on, that becomes one of his charms.
We gradually realize his character is
supposed to be pillaging moves from the
movies, because Dillon, like most small-

time hoods, has never been in a hostage
situation, let alone a police standoff or

killing a cop. When he takes one of his
hostages’ driver’s licenses so he can use
the threat, “We know where you live,” we
smile— not because of his cleverness, but
because it 1s mindful of a similar scene
from “Goodfellas.” carried out with more
menaceby Robert DeNiro’s master badass.
Of course, that’s probably where Dillon’s
character got the idea.
The hostages are a pretty boring lot. The
owner, Dino, seems to have some guts and
wit, but he’s killed in the first few minutes.

There’sthekid, a faceless young adult who
tries to act tentatively heroic, and a quiet
businessman, whose lucidity is always a
little suspicious. There’s also a nameless
guy, who seems to be there just as a favor
from the director. Only Faye Dunaway, as
the feisty bartender, really catches our attention.
Outside the bar, Joe Mantegna is wasted
in a shadeless part as the ATF agent in
charge of the operation. So, in this sea of
weak characterizations, the hoods get our

sympathy by default.
The movie is effective, however,

in

drawing us into their “Dog Day Afternoon” state-of-mind. If never quite rooting for them, we constantly find ourselves
trying to figure out ways for them to get
out of this mess. It’s a nice change from
the overly assured superheroes ofthe “Die
Hard” and “Under Siege”-type movies.
But their dimness and off-the-cuff planning is also their downfall.
While it’s subtly satisfying to imagine
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front of the mirror, to reveal their true

character in a variety of ways: Dunaway
does her make-up as she trembles, Dillon
talks to himselfabout how he should have
settled down and gotten a job, Fichtner
just admires his empty soul. It’s a good
way of keeping us occupied with their
dilemma.
I guess at this point it would be appropriateto explain the perplexingtitle. [fany
: of youreading thisarereally excited about
seeing this movie, then stop reading here
because discovering the title’s origin is
one of the film’s fun surprises.
The story of the Albino Alligator is told
by Fichtner. “Down here we got gators,
right? But sometimes one’s born white—
analbino”ishow he begins. He goes onto
explain that albino alligators are useful
for only one thing: a sacrifice to attract
other gators to one group of gators’ territory. The other gators pounce on the albino but then the albino’s group surround
and kill their rivals. “And new territory is
gained,” he finishes, “a deliberate sacri-

fice for a deliberate gain.”
A little bit of sacrifice, a little bit of

gain. A little good here, a little bad there,
kind of like this movie.
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that they are coming up with ideas taken
from movies they’ve seen, it doesn’t make
for a very exciting film.
The direction is plodding in places,
imaginativeinothers. It’sdirectedby Kevin
Spacey, star of two of the greatest recent
neo-noirs, “Seven” and “The Usual Suspects.” The opening is marred by too many
self-consciously arty lighting tricks and
extended, pretentious melts and pans. But
what Spacey lacks in Hitchcockian effi-
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For the most part, singing takes a
back seat to jamming, jamming and
some more jamming: Also, if you're
looking for rhythmic guitar distortion,
Moe grants none — the guitar and bass
solos are definitive, chord-by-chord progressions. Then there is Moe’s masterful use of the apparently-forgotten art of
feedback.
Eccentricity doesn’t stop when the
band sings, either. On the opening track,
“She Sends Me,” — one of the few
tracks that even remotely resembles generic, rhythmic pop-rock — Schnur
throws a unique twist on the love song
genre by professing his love for an ugly
woman. At least, that is the conclusion
one would probably draw from a female
whose most defining characteristic is “a
mole on her back—it’s hairy and black.”
On another of the album’s highlights,
“Moth,” Garvey gets drunk and falls in
love with a Gypsy woman who “knows
nothing atall about life ‘cause she knows
everything about living.”
Herein lies the enigma that is Moe:
Spirited vocals and flashy guitar solos
come together to create a plainly bizarre
anecdote.
The playfulness of the band’s lyrics
takes a back seat on at least one track,
“St. Augustine,” in which Derhak proclaims his love for the divine in a high-

(0)

and harmonies.
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Jackpot! The Las Vegas Story’ ’ Brings
Lounge Tunes to the Masses
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Butt-Head Soundtrack.”

The third track is the excellent duo of

However, another lounge act has been

5)

men and scantily clad women
fawned all over them — until
the men’s luck ran out. The women
swooned as suave men in sharkskinsuits
sipped their martinis while playing cards
like Liberace played
a piano. But, iftheir
luck at cards went afoul, so did their luck
with women. Instead of having
a beautiful showgirl at his feet inside the casino,
that same card shark was at the feet of
big, bad pit boss Bruno, pleading for his
lifeinthe dark alley behind
the Tropicana.
That was a different age and a different place— Las Vegas inthe 1950s and
’60s. In Vegas, as Bruno “explained” to
the unlucky card sharks what it meant to
* not cover a bet, the last thing many of
these lounge lizards would hear before
“learning their lesson” was a classic
ballad from Wayne Newton or Dean
Martin. Today, with corporate
America’s
intrusion on the once mob-ruled cash
cow of Vegas, it’s only fitting that all
these classic lounge acts find a place on
the CD shelves of the average American.
“Jackpot! The Las Vegas Story” is
just that CD: a collection of acts from
Wayne Newton to Sammy Davis, Jr. to
Tom Jones that offers the best of what
has been dubbed, “space-age bachelor
pop.”
And “Jackpot!” delivers all the swank
of the era. The album begins with an
upbeat rendition of “Something’s Coming” by Vic Damone that piques the

Louis Prima and Keely Smith performing “That Old Black Magic.” Prima’s
raspy voice is reminiscent of Louis
~~ Armstrong, and he and Smithperformso
well together that their shtick would
later be imitated by Sonny and Cher.
~~ Nextis Buddy Greco’sup-temporecording of a song that Frank Sinatra made
~ famous—*“The Lady
Isa Tramp.” Singingmuchquickerand withamoreloungeoriented tone in his voice, he adapts the
Sinatra classic for the finger-snapping
cool catsand daddy-o’saroundthebarat
the Aladdin.
Brat Pack star Sammy Davis, Jr. next
~~ graces “Jackpot!” with the highly emotional “I Gotta Be Me,” followed by the
Dean Martin classic “That’s Amore.”
= The instrumentation behind Martin’s
voicecreatesthe Italianambiancenecessary for any song with the line, “When
the moon hits your eye like a big pizza
pie, that’s amore!”
The next two tracks, Jack Jones’
“Wives and Lovers” and Bobby Darin’s
“LazyRiver”are Vegasstaplesthatdon’t
really stand out on this star-studded CD,
buthelp completetheanthologyoflounge
acts. However, these two songs are followedby the dulcet voice of Ertha Kittin
the French song, “C’est Si Bon (It’s so
Good).” Any memories of Kitt as
Catwoman in the classic 1960s TV version of “Batman” will be swept away
almost as quickly as any listener of her

getting exposure lately — Tom Jones.
Jones, who appeared in the film “Mars
Attacks!,” follows Humperdink with the
loud and powerful “Delilah.” Al Martino
ably sings “Spanish Eyes,” but is completely overshadowed by Jones on and
Mel Torme’s swinging sensation, “It’s
Delovely.”
Jerry Vale’s touching voice makes
“Al Di La” worth listening to, and it is
followed by the sultry voice of Miss Ann
Margret in “Begin the Beguine.” However, Robert Goulet quickly overshadows them with his song, “What Kind of
Fool am I?” This emotional ballad is a
stark contrast to his ESPN ads, where he
sings his praises of NCAA basketball
—
Vegas-style.
Liberace follows Goulet on “Jackpot!”
with the instrumental “Parks and Recreation,” a medley of Cherry Hill Park,
MacArthur Park and Echo Park that is
certainly a listening pleasure.
After Liberace there is one last track
— a song that, much like “The Lady is a
Tramp,” was made famous by Sinatra.
However, “My Way” was actually written by Paul Anka, who belts out this
song, which isthe veritable theme of Las
Vegas with all of the verve and glitz that
fills its neon-filled streets.
“Jackpot! The Las Vegas Story” is
thatrare
CD that can ably capture
the feel
of an era. The CD should be sold with a
martini glass and sharkskin suit, since

listener’s interest in the CD, sinceitdoes
not even compare
to thenexttrack, Wayne
Newton’s classic “Danke Schoen.” This

soft and sensitive voice.
Las Vegas stalwart Englebert
Humperdink follows Kitt with his Vegas

with one listen it transforms a room into
a casino, a T-shirt into a leisure suit, a
table into a roulette wheel and a room-

h
:
or the Men Z NCAA
ree
A oil :

1963 recording captures the sweet falsetto voice of the young Newton. In fact,
this recording is so unlike the voice we

favorite “Release Me (And Let meLove
Again),” a considerably more serious
song than his most recent release —

mate into a pit boss. However, in this
rendition of Vegas, you’renotlosing any
money
— the disc is worth every penny.

SGeyour
tons
bh for details.
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Novell IDs Now Required for ACS Lab Use
Starting this semester, all computers in ACS labs
will require Novell IDs and passwords in order to
access the machines. This ID will essentially be
the same as your GUSUN ID for e-mail. How-

7. Enter your password. Note: This will be the same
as your Georgetown ID number.
8. Choose OK

ever, in addition to the username, a period (.) and
the first letter of your last name will also be
included. Example:

You will now have access to the ACS Computer
Lab Machine.

Name:

Mary

GUSUN ID:

smithm

Novell ID:

smithm.s

6.

Smith

Y

{
{{

Are you sure you want ta:

Shut down the computer?

|

238

- Teaching
:

lab
AQ

g

.
C

¥ X,

Y

and

Z

wings

90

Hours
Labs are open as long as the buildings which house them are open.

Select Yes

Paper and Toner Refurbishment
Paper supplies and toner levels are checked every two hours from 8 am until
midnight on weekdays. Paper is not refilled again until 8 am due to safety
considerations. Feel free to call the HelpDesk from 9 am to 5 pm weekdays if
paper or toner levels are low.

Ptah cote lS 003 mk?

Reference Sheet

GUSUN/GUVAX

;

;

)

How do | connect to GEORGE!

3. Select Yes

How do | obtain a GUSUN/GUVAX account?

Whe following message will appear.

Come by Reiss 238 with a valid Georgetown ID and fill out a form. Stu-

Type telnet library at the gusun% or $ prompt.

dents who wish to obtain a GUVAX account must also bring a letter from a

At the username prompt, type george.

How can | save e-mail messages onto my diskette from GUSUN?

|

What if | forgot my password?
4. Select OK
The following message will appear.

Come
i

How

do

oz aE

NetWare

my

mail

a

ee

remote

GUSUN?

5
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pool is now fully functional.

;

CWS

should

use

687-0720

I
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Web:
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Out!

The ACS Web site is your gateway to computingat

i

;

downloads,

to GUSUN.

documentation

and WWW

development.
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system updates.
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Netscape in all ACS labs. From this page you can
navigate to:
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Note that the 687-9600 number will be turned off February I.
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GUSUN?

*

account holders wishing to access their accounts from a
location

ACS Y

i

http.//www.georgetown. edu/acs/remote
The new modem

o

:

attach in your GUSUN account. Follow the instructions
at the bottom of the screen for attaching a file to an e-mail mesage.

=

| N

P

:

Use FTP or Kermit to place the file you wish to

Ww

d

=

How can | send an attachment via

Visit the ACS Web site for step-by-step instructions:
| http://www. georgetown.edu/acs/remote

M

a

do

location?

5. Enter your Novell ID

i

Hl Acceptable

HM

Use

Policy?

:

44

ig

i

WB The staff of ACS would like to remind students, faculty and staff of the |
Bl policies and guidelines which you have agreed to follow when using |

Documentation

Did you know that you can

create profe ssional looking L
presentatations

in

A

ACS Ira
show

Can

C

ne

Using Kemit to Transfer Files

;

¥ This document can be found on-line at:

x

Software Downloads

B A few reminders about acceptable use of computing resources at

Hae

X

J |. No food or drinks are allowed in ACS computer labs.

B

WWW

sofware and much more.

Services Web page for course sehedules, descriptions ang :
22
registration information:
the ACS
http://www. georgetown.edu/acs/training. Or, stop by
g 1997
Sprin
Main Office in Reiss 238 to pick up a copy of the
Training and Educational Services Catalog.

lid

ad

The ACS Web site is a great way to get the
information you need, when you need it!

...contact the ACS HelpDesk.
ACS HelpDesk consultants are
Co

Hs

Acceptable Use Policy

If you feel like doing this...

of software, no wallpaper changes, no manipulation "1

Excessive game playing that ties up computing resourses is not i

B

B allowed in the labs. This includes Doom, Solitare, etc.

ACS Computer Labs

Training and Educational

;

es

Somes sass

electronic mail, statistical

Visit the ACS

: Snnen
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i tli
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tes

a
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i 2. There are to be no alterations to the desktop or hard drive. No I

Development
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HTML Writer
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ACS urges all i

Rr
Bop

PowerPoint!

MS

a

minutes

% the computing resources at Georgetown University.

Remote Access to GUSUN/ GUVAX

|

:

?

location.

http://www.georgetown.edu/acs/docs

How do | access my GUSUN/GUVAX account from a remote

ue]

i

—

a4 I

machines, or Kermit if you are accessing your account from a
on

Follow the directions at the main menu and at the bottom of the screen.

¥ ceongeTown

foo

| access

Type pine at the gusun¥% prompt.

io into Netto are ami
Loui
using:
0gging

05

i the messagea fileln name.
:
message. Give
2. Go to the ACS Web site for instructions on how to download this file onto a
diskette. You may use FTP if you are using one of the ACS lab

.

Loo

aida

* 1. Extract the mail message into a file on GUSUN by pressing E while reading the

: 238 with
1 a validi Georgetown ID and : fill out a form. We
by Reiss
passwords based upon phone calls or e-mail to the HelpDesk.
TY

,

:

ie
Cs

faculty member explaining why an account is needed.

remote

14

@ Close afl programs
end

|

:

La bs

- First floor lounge

Village

system with your account.

C Restait the computer?

r

100

LXR

Note: You are responsible for maintaining the
security on your account. Therefore, it is important
to remember to shut down the machine after you are
Sinished using it. This will log you off of the system
and help prevent other users from accessing the

[x]

pute

Harbin - First floor lounge
5

3. Choose “Close all programs and log on as a
different user?”

below

m

Science

ICC

I. Click on the Start Buttor
3 Select Shut Down

4.

Shut Down Windows

|

Reiss

3

“Close all programs and log on as a

nN

Co

Locations
ERT

labs. be sure to log out of your Novell account.

1. Click on the Start button
different user?” as shown

ACS
:

When you are finished using the computers in the ACS

3
When vou enter an ACS computer lab, you must
log in to your Novell account, even if the computer is up and running.

2. Choose

Press Tab on the keyboard

»

5. Electronic chain letters are violations of the Acceptable Use policy. i
Chain letters waste limited disk storage space, contribute to network
congestion, slow system response for everyone, and annoy unwitting
users. Ifyou create or forward a chain letter you are in direct violation
B
of the policy and could face possible consequences.
i

EEE

EN EEE

ml

How can | reach the ACS HelpDesk?
Phone:
E-mail:

(202) 687-6096 [press 3 for HelpDesk]
helpdesk@gusun.georgetown.edu

available Monday through Friday,

WWW:

Attp./;www. georgetown. edujacs

9 am to 5 pm.

ACS Main Office:

238 Reiss Science

J
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Holiday Movie Reviews
and Michael J. Fox, as well as *70s singing
sensation
Tom
Jones.
However,

Mars Attacks!
Picture this: a bunch of little green men
giving a speech in favor of peace and
cooperation, and open fire on the crowd,
killing all the Senators and Representatives. No, this isn’t the story of Clinton’s
inauguration next week — it’s the latest
product of Tim Burton’sever-active
imagination. “Gremlins” meets “Plan 9 from
Outer Space” inthis cast-driventale. Little,

3¢

40

Craven, the master who brought the
world “A Nightmare on Elm Street,” di-

blaxploitation stars Jim Brown and Pam
Grier play prominentroles—asthey
should,
since most of the film reiies on action and
physical comedy rather than a witty script.
And that is where the problem inthe film
lies — the script. “Mars Attacks!” has a
stellar cast, excellent cinematography and
tremendous special effects, but the script is
as devoid of wit as VCR instructions.
However the non-stop antics of the aliens
and a smokescreen of special effects is
enough to entertain any audience. (Jim Di
Liberto)

waltz into Congress under the guise of

9

green, nitrogen-breathing men from Mars
stop by Earth for a visit — and decide to
conquer it.
The two main attractions of the film are
the special effects and the cast. The aliens
are lifelike and, despite their sadist tendencies, almost cute (obviously to appease the
marketing division of Warner Bros.) Jack
Nicholson not only plays the pompous and
arrogant president, but also a sleazy Las
Vegas casino owner. Surprisingly,
Nicholson shows his comic side in this scifi vechicle.
However, heisupstagedby Glenn Close,
who plays his superficial and bitchy wife.
Annette Bening and Sarah Jessica Parker
are quite funny as airheads, Bening as a
new-age nut and Parker as a bimbo talkshow host. Pierce Brosnan barely breaks a

rects this young but talented cast in a fast-paced and scary romp through a small
town in California. The film begins with
the gruesome murder of Drew Barrymore
by an assailant in a ghost costume. The
murderer, who has a penchant for harassing prey via the phone lines, then begins to
stalk Sidney Prescott (Campbell), a youth
whoisstilltroubled by her mother’s violent
murder a yearago. She, her boyfriend Billy
(Ulrich)andher friends Tatum (McGowan)
and Stuart (Lillard) are then led on a
rollercoster ride of thrills and chills in their
attempts to avoid both the killer and Gale
Weathers (Cox), the tabloid reporter who

Scream

will stop at nothing to get her story.

As time goes by in the fast-paced world
ofHollywood, one thing never changes: the
recipe for a good horror movie. Add a
hearty serving of attractive women (Neve
Campbell, Courtney Cox, Drew Barrymore
and Rose McGowan), a few cool guys
(Skeet Ulrichand Matthew Lillard), apinch
of dorkiness (dweebish cop Dewey, played
by David Arquette), a vicious killer and a
star cameo (Henry Winkler plays Principal
Himbry and Linda Blair appears as an
obnoxious reporter) and you get a pretty
good horror flick. Garnish with the directorial genius of Wes Craven and you get one
hell of a scary movie.

sweatasa stuffy professor. Also, we see far

too little of laugh-getters Danny DeVito

Campbell is a delight in the lead role,
and Ulrich’s face is on its way to being
splattered on all of the walls of every teenage girl’s room in America. Also, Wes
Craven knows exactly what to do with the
film — he realizes it is a horror movie and
not “Citizen Kane,” so histongue-in-cheek

humor throughout the film is welcome and
appreciated. In fact, the only disappointment in the film is Drew Barrymore
— we
don’t see nearly enough of her. In this fastpaced thriller, Wes Craven retains his title

as the premiere horror director today in a
chilling and entertaining fashion. (Jim Di
Liberto)

Evita
After minimal performances in such
forgettable flicks as “Desperately Seeking Susan” and “Body of Evidence,” it’s
quite refreshing to see Madonna in a
cinematic role she is comfortable portraying. Comfortable might not even be
the word: In this long-awaited release of
the smash Broadway musical, “Evita,”
Madonna is Eva Peron.
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Matthew Lillard and Rose McGowan will make you‘'Scream.’
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Don't cry for Madonna: She’s a hit as the beloved Eva Peron in Alan Parker's new musical film, ‘Evita.’
play. After all, with the same man reappearing in every scene, but as a different
character, the resulting feeling
is initially
awkward. Halfway through the movie,
however, Che’s presence is not only accepted but expected, and Banderas’ singing ability is one of the film’s most pleasant surprises.

Anyone who hasn’t seen the Lloyd
Webber/Rice musical before should be
warned: Throughout the entire two-anda-half-hour
film, only approximately
five
lines of dialogue are actually spoken by
the actors. “Evita” isn’t an opera, but it
isn’t an ordinary musical, either. The
characters don’t speak to each other and
then suddenly burst into song. Every
emotion, every thought is conveyed
through music.
While this concept at first seems to be

Madonna stars as Eva Duarte Peron,

risky at best, it works. The songs, woven

the ambitious, charismatic wife of Argentine dictator Juan Peron (Jonathan Pryce).
Directed by Alan Parker (“Fame,” “Mississippi Burning,” “The Commitments”)
“Evita” chronicles the life of Eva from her
poverty-stricken beginnings as the illegitimate daughter of a farmer to her overwhelming rise to the political popularity
and glorified sainthood she achieved until
her premature death in 1952.
Along the way, Eva’s escapades and
agendasare chronicled by the storyteller,
Che (Antonio Banderas). Banderas serves
as a kind of omniscient Brechtian
everyman, filling in the holes, thus fleshing out the events for the audience.

together, tell an intricate story. In every
pastincarnation, the combination of Lloyd

Webber’s music and Rice’s lyrics have
always struck gold. “Evita” is no exception.
Madonna,

in particular,

carries her

At first, Che’s presence can be a bit

songs with a higher level of musical
depth and integrity than in any of her past
efforts. She worked with a vocal trainer
for six months and was adamant about
singing every song in Lloyd Webber’s
original key. Perhapsthe best example of
her newly acquired vocal range is “Another Suitcase, Another Hall,” when a
young Evita questions her promiscuous,
social-climbing lifestyle. Madonna manages to convey Eva’s sadness and uncer-

confusing to anyone who hasnot seen the

tainty as she wonders aloud, “Where am
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People are talking about Bell Atlantic
“I'd read about Bell Atlantic in prominent newspapers and magazines,
and then I saw several posters on campus that they were coming to Georgia

| going to?”
Praise for the singing abilities of the
actors doesn’t necessarily mean the film
is without flaws. The vast amount of
singing does become mildly annoying
two hours into the plot. When an actor
speaks a line of dialogue, it’s received
like a drop of water in the desert. The
incessant chanting of “Evita!” and
“Peron!” by the adoring crowds is aiso
rather irritating to the viewer. You almost want to wish that they had been
born mute.
The question surrounding “Evita” is:
Can Madonna act? Well, when given a
script with little to no dialogue, Madonna does beautifully. Yes, in this most

musical of movies, she was the perfect
choice for Eva. If Parker had decided to
film the movie with straight dialogue,
you have to wonder if Michelle Pfeiffer
might have been the one to implore her
country not to cry for her. (Stephanie
Gatton)

The People vs. Larry
Flynt
Larry Flynt’s life does not require the
least bit of exaggeration to make it interesting. Fortunately, director Milos
Forman doesn’t add any in what is one of
the best films of the year.
“The People vs. Larry Flynt” leads us
on a journey through Flynt’s harried life,
beginning with his rural roots in backwater Kentucky. Played superbly by
Woody Harrelson, Flynt starts his

pornograhy career in small strip clubs in
Southwest Ohio, and eventually moves

on to publishing the newsletter/magazine that would become Hustler Magazine. However, the amazingly openminded and liberal citizens of Cincinnati
don’t take to him and Flynt has what will
be one of his many run-ins with the law.
Playing the underaged stripper-turnedjunkie Althea Leasure is the junkie musician-turned-movie star Courtney Love.
Although the film shows more of Love
than most people would like to see, it
does show one of her very positive assets
— a suprisingly strong acting ability.
Though the role is certainly right up her
alley, shestill deservesa share inthe praise
“People vs. Larry Flynt” has received.
Harrelson and Love are buoyed by an
excellent supporting cast that includes
Edward Norton as Flynt’s lawyer Alan
Isaacman, political guru James Carville
as Hamilton County Sheriff Simon Leis
and even Larry Flynt himself, playing a
Cincinnati trial judge.
Though the film doesn’t necessarily
follow the events of Flynt’s life in exact
chronological order, it does provide the

basic story, which is entertaining enough,
considering thathe not only was in charge
of Hustler but also ran for president and
was paralyzed in an assassination attempt. The final trial victory for Flynt—
defeating Rev. Jerry Falwell in a Supreme Court battle over the First Amendment— places Flynt ina bright light and
finishes the movie on a high note that
contrasts the depressing tone of the film.
(Bill Jordan)
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Right from the start, | knew that I'd be working with one of the most
dynamic and ambitious corporations in the world. The opportunities to
grow and move within the company were unlimited, Bell Atlantic would
be great for my career for a long time to come.
One of the most important criteria for me in choosing Bell Atlantic was its
support for continuing education. Within months of beginning my job, I
enrolled in an International Business Program at Georgetown University.
At Bell Atlantic, an employee is not only free to pursue further studies but
15 actively encouraged, and. then recognized for it.

Gautam Advani,
Georgia

Teo

Class of '95

I've had many opportunities to discuss both simple and complex issues with
people from many departments in both one-on-one settings and in team

environments — even with company Vice Presidents. It was great to see
that a new college hire could feel at ease to air his views freely to senior
executives.

Communication is what it's all about here. Bell Atlantic plays an important role in providing the infrastructure
and services for people to communicate worldwide. It enables both personal and business communication, via voice, data
and video media. It is therefore, the heart of communication.”

*

*

*

If you are a highly-motivated, success-oriented individual completing a degree in Computer Science or
related area, we have challenges in such diverse areas as:
e
®
®
e

Client/Server Systems
Object-Oriented Design and Languages
Open Systems Architecture
Advanced Software Engineering Tools

Our ability to attract and retain top technical talent is the driving force behind our high-perfomance
teams. We offer competitive salaries, and our benefits package is in the “Top 10” in the country
according to Money Magazine. Please send your resume to: Bell Atlantic, 13100 Columbia Pike,

Room B-2-7, Silver Spring, MD 20904, Attn. GN/GU. Email: isstaffing.entry@bell-atl.com
For an update on other available positions, call our JOB LINE at1-800-WORK-4-BA.
Bell Atlantic is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

PLEASE CONTACT YOUR SCHOOL
CAREER CENTER FOR MORE DETAILS:
Resume Drop Date: FEB. 3, 1997
Information Session: MAR. 19, 1997 ¢ 6:00-8:00 pm
Lan

Sessions:

MAR.

20,

1997

GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Your Uncle Sam. Every
year Army ROTC
awards
scholarships to hundreds of
talented students. If you
qualify, these merit-based
scholarships can help you
pay tuition and educational

fees. They even pay a flat rate
for textbooks and supplies.
You can also receive an allowance of up to $1500 each school
year the scholarship is in
Find out today if
effect.
you qualify.

Ne
a>
EE
ARMY ROTC

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE |
Visit our Home Page on the Internet at http://www.bell-atl.com/

@ Bell Atlantic
THE HEART OF COMMUNICATION®

For details, visit 3520 Prospect St., 3rd Floor (The Cex Barn)
or call 687-7056
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Allen’s Love Triumphs

Femmes Rock
The New Year
By StepHANIE GATTON

Hoya STAFF WRITER

CIE
Ever since 1981, the Violent
(elle) Femmes have been pouring out
==!
their own brand of angst-ridden
pseudo-pop: countrified yetsexually-driven
music.

It isn’t

working with musicals as Andrew Lloyd
Webber, he pulls it off well. Also a delicious treat in the film is the vocals — the
actors actually use their own voices in the
movie, squeaking outeach familiar tune—
with the exception of Drew Barrymore,
who flatly refused to expose theaudienceto
her supposedly rusty chords.
The chanteurs include a worldly narrator D.J. (Natasha Lyonne), a student at
Columbia and her offbeat family. Her
mother Steffi, played by Goldie Hawn,
actively advocates causes to save every-

By ALETA TURNER

Hoya Starr WRITER

surprising

that

in

Femmes

shows across the nation have perennially
brought in their adoring masses in search
of a damn good time.
On New Year's Eve the Femmes took
the Capitol Ballroom by storm, performing
two hours of nonstop music. Fronted by
Brian Ritchie and Gordon Gano, the
Femmes rolled out almost every song
they've ever written. it was a crash course
in Femmes discography — and anyone
who wasn’t a fan before the show had a
difficult time not becoming one.
The first highlight of the evening came
Just before midnight, when the lights went
down in the Ballroom save fora devilishly
fierce red spotlight on Gano. For the next
five minutes, Gano wasn’t himself, He was
the father in “Country Death Song,” a
musical tale about a country family whose
father takes his daughter out into a cavern,
throws her into a well and then proceeds to
hang himself in his barn.
This has always been a talent of Gano’s:
he doesn’t simply sing his songs, he becomes the character in his songs. Whether
it’s a murderous father in “Country Death
Song,” anaverage guyridingthe city busin
“Waiting For the Bus” or a sexually repressed teen who just wants to sleep with
his girlfriend in “Gimme the Car,” Gano
mesmerizes his listeners.
The Femmes stopped their noise sec-

Keren MoscoviTcH/T
iE Hoya

The Violent Femmes rang in the New Year at the Capitol Ballroom.
onds before midnightand counted down to
“Kiss Off” ended the first set.
1997 along with the crowd. As the calendar
The Femmesencoreincludedthe*“Happy
turned over to the new year, hundreds of New Year” song andan outrageously enerballoons plummeted from the ceiling and
getic version of “Addit Up.” As Gano sang
Ballroom staffers all over popped corks on
about another sexually repressed guy who
champagne bottles and doused the crowd.
Just can’t get any. thousands of tiny soap
In the most spontaneous moment of the
suds siowly trickled down from backstage.
night, Gano whipped outa tattered piece of
Bytheendoftheextended 10-minute song,
paper with the words to “Auld Lang Syne”
much of the stage (and the front third of the
from his jacket pocket and sang an unreaudience) was glazed with suds.
hearsed chorus of the song. Pretty quickly,
Ganoand Ritchie (who plays everything
the audience joined him in the song that
from the marimba on “Gone Daddy Gone”
nobody — ironically not even Gano —
toaconchshell inthe jam session of “Black
seemed to know the right words to.
Girls”) work well together because they are
With 1996 offically over, the Femmes
each individually quirky enough to attract
kicked off 1997 with a frightfully manic
legions of semi-cultish fans.
version “Dance, Motherfucker, Dance.”
As for Gano, there’sjusta certain charm
About this time the mosh’ pit that had been
about him. Perhaps its his school-boy
struggling to begin all evening finally got
smile when he sings in a child’s voice, or
underway and the crowd-surfing picked up
maybe it’s the force behind his lyrics. In
speed. Most oftoday’sadolescensidentify
any event, after 15 years, the Violent
withthe Violent Femmes through the radio
Femmes show no signs of outgrowing
resurgence of three of their classics, “Blistheir music. They attracted a sold-out
terinthe Sun,” “Kiss Off’and “Addit Up.”
crowdonNew Year's Eve without having
Pleasantly for them, the Femmes delivered
released any new music in the past few
all three that night. “Blister in the Sun,”
years. With the energy they bring to each
probably the most recognized Femmes ofshow, the Femmes are one of the best live
fering, came early in the evening, while
acts today.

It seemed like another day

atthe hospital. The doctor has
just finished examining his patient when
suddenly he ... breaks into song? Doctors,
nurses and patients (even those in straight
jackets) cavort in the halls, performing
acrobatics and various pas de deux while
singing “Makin’ Whoopee.”
However, this
isn’t just your typical hospital — this is
Woody Allen’s world.
“Everyone Says | Love You,” Allen’s
newest offering, contains a mixed bag of
both the fondly familiar and the entertainingly new. Filmed in Allen’s old stomping
grounds, Manhattan, the movie captures

the beauty ofall of New York, from Central

Hoffman).

this is

Naturally, Allen also appears, playing

nothing new for a man who has made a
living out of filing the Big Apple. The
novelty lies in Allen’s direction.
Allen is able to get his actors to launch
into classic tunes such as “Just Say You
Love Me” and “I’m Through with Love.”
And, for a man who isn’t as accustomed to

writer
Joe Berlin, Steffi’sex-husband. Ber-

to Park Avenue.

However,

but also their love for life. And, this love is

betterexpressed insongrather than through
dialogue. These charactershave greatlives;
why not sing about them? While the product is obviously of dreamy intents
— after
all, how many of us have attimes longed to
unabashedly belt out a feel-good melody
and dance with reckless abandon — the
film can bea bit much for those whoremain
unconvinced of the realism of random outbursts of song.
Butthe outburstsofsound are whatmakes
the film fun. Woody Allen tries to convince
us thatlife should bea musical. Yes, the plot
lacks action, but lovely scenes of the Big
Apple alone easily reconcile the flaw. In the
long run, the music serves to enhance the
shiny jubilance of the characters’ experiences, imparting a message to the audience:

thing from whales to convicts. And, her

lawyer step-dad Bob (Alan Alda) leads a
clan of assorted half-siblings and stepsiblings
— Skylar, Laura and Lane (Drew
Barrymore, Natalie Portman and Gaby

Park

plays Charles Ferry, the paroled sociopath
— and one of Steffi’s causes — who
threatensthe intended marital bliss of Skylar
and Holden.
Essentially, “Everyone SaysILove You”
deals with matters of love. Allen tries to
show not only the love between characters

lin also has another love interest, the psychologically frazzled Von (Julia Roberts).
Edward Norton, who played the psychopath in last year’s “Primal Fear,” takes on
a different role as the preppy Holden.
Skylar’s benevolent betrothed. Tim Roth
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Why say it when you can sing?
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The Ultimate Israel Experience

PROJECT OTZMA

1997-98

ol

A ten-month leadership development program for
new and recent college graduates, ages 20-24.
Experience Israel from the inside.

©

Live and work on a kibbutz
Volunteer in a youth village or
immigrant absorption center
Study Hebrew in an ulpan class
Work in a "sister city" community

Be "adopted" by an Israeli family

®

oo

¢
¢

Participate in educational and army

seminars, hiking trips, and more!
Cost: $1,850 participant's fee plus special airfare.
Balance is covered by fellowship grants.

g

Applications must be received by February 28, 1997.

SA

1:

Fellowships are funded by
the United Jewish Endowment
Fund of UJA Federation of
Greater Washington.

For application and information
call Debbie Fink, Coordinator,
Hillel of Greater Washington,
(301) 468-3422.
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Gauguin’s
Art On
Display

Webber’s
‘Whistle’
Less Than
Stellar

By Eric Womack
Hoya Starr WRITER

ELLEN GSTALDER/THE HOA

The rear 0° Afterwords, as seen from 19th Street, just north of Dupont Circle.

Restaurant Review: Kramerbooks and Afterwords

Food and Books: A Great Combo
By Marcus FELLMAN
AND CLAY Risen
Hava Starr WRITERS

One of the more disturbing trends in
urban culture during the 1990s has been
the merger of bookstores and coffee
shops. It seems you can barely go down
the street without running into a Barnes
and Noble tiberstore with a Starbucks
latched onto it, filled with all sorts of
schmoes who think they’ll look more
intellectual by sipping a cup of double
vanillamocha with
the new John Grisham

epic.
So it’s more than a little surprising to
find a place like Kramerbooks and
Afterwords, a unique combination bookstore and restaurant located at 1617 Connecticut Ave., NW, just north of DuPont

down behind the bookstore. The walls
are mostly glass and the air conditioning
ducts, painted black and fully exposed,
combine with low lighting to give
Afterwords a postmodern yet warm atmosphere.

Afterwords’ menu tends to be a little
pricy (ranging from $9.00 to $14.00 for

sausage, sauteed with red and green bell
peppers and scallions — is a real hit.
While the spicy chili-coconut curry broth
that accompanied it was less exotic than

weekly specials
and light fare submenus.
But given the large size of the entrees,

Afterwords’ prices are nothing unusual
for D.C. dining.
The menu itselfis fairly eclectic, ranging from the Thai Steamed Mussells and
Noodles ($9.95) to the Chicken and
Cornbread Pot Pie ($9.25). The one thing
Afterwords clearly lacks is the common
American fare of sandwiches, steaks and

burgers, although some variations of each
are available. This isn’t a drawback, but

the coffee shop
to the next level —in fact,
it is a full-service restaurant that could
easily stand on its own.
From Connecticut, one can barely tell

potential eaters should be prepared to
choose from an extremely exotic menu.
What’s more, Afterwords offers a surprisingly extensive selection of wines

Afterwords is anything more than a cof-

and microbrews, and the menu even rec-

fee bar, and it’s likely that more than a

ommends certain drinks to go with cer-

few people have passed it by in favor of
more promising fare. But woe be unto
them, for Afterwords is actually a cozy
venue with a large menu and first-rate
service. What’s more, Afterwords is open
until 1 A.M. Sunday through Thursday,
and 24 hours on Friday and Saturday,
which means it’s a great option for post
late-night theater/movie-goers.

tain meals.
On our trip, we tried the Cream

with most of the seats set a few steps

a pasta dish with shrimp, chicken and

a full entree), and is divided into entree,

Circle. Afterwords takes the concept of

The restaurant is split into two levels,

ley, this soup is a masterpiece.
Likewise, the Jambalaya — basically

its description, the dish as a whole was

excellent. The meat was plentiful (though
a little overloaded with sausage) and
adeptly seasoned with chilies, lemon
grass, cilantro and lime, so much so that

it combined the best of both Cajun and
Thai cuisines.
The Peanut shrimp may have been the
highlight of the meal. Jumbo shrimp and
noodles covered in a tangy sauce and a
slew of vegetables, the dish hit the right
spot between a dull peanut essence and a
stiflingly nutty flavor. While the vegetables range from napa choy to mushrooms, they mix well with the sauce to

create a melange of Southeast-Asian flavors. We wouldn’t recommend this dish
to anyone who has had a full meal that
day, because it is extremely filling.
While in less talented kitchens an
attempt at extreme eclecticismisarecipe

of

for disaster, Afterwords performs mar-

Butternut Squash ($3.50), the Jambalaya
Linguini in Green Curry ($12.25) and
the Peanut Shrimp with Oriental Noodles
($11.75), all permanent items on the
regular menu. The soup had a cream
base, but was subtly flavored with pureed butternut squash that gave it a rich
texture and a deep orange coloring. Accompanied by onions and chopped pars-

velously. Despite somewhat slow (yet

THE HILL

friendly) service, we would recommend

Afterwordstoanyone looking fora hearty
yet healthy meal. It is easily the best
restaurant we have yet to review, and

should be more than enough of an incentive for students to venture beyond Wisconsin and M in search of culinary satisfaction.

Early January is a slow time for most
of the art world in Washington, D.C.
Temporary shows are being taken down
and new shows are under construction.
In every gallery on the mall, much of
what remains until next week are the
permanent collections. The Hirshorn
Museum, however, has found a way to
breathe new life into their collection by
drawing one work from their permanent
collection and spotlighting its influence
on the world of art. The work now displayed is “Hina with Two Attendants,”
by Paul Gauguin.
Gauguin (1848-1903) lived in Europe
in a time of great expansion and discovery of new and diverse cultures. Yet, this
discovery was mixed with fear and distrust of different societies. European artists showed this distaste for diversity by
refusing to be influenced by art emerging
from previously unknown parts of the
world. In this same closed society,
Gauguin sought to create a new style,
called Synthetism. Synthetism incorporates aspects of the art of new and different civilizations with that of Europe.
“Hina with Two Attendants” is the
epitome of this style.
“Hina with Two Attendants” is drawn
out of Tahitian mythology, which influenced Gauguin during his trips to Tahiti.
Gauguin was drawn to Tahiti and similar
societies because of the images and stories told to him by people who had seen
the wonders and beauty of the island.
One piece that accompanies “Hina
with Two Attendants” in the exhibit is
“Night Dance by Women in Hapaee” by
John Webber. The painting shows women
dancing around a fire in a very European
style. This painting ofa mysterious dance
was one that drew Gauguin to Tahiti.
Upon reaching Tahiti, Gauguin was dismayed to see that European civilization
had already reached the small country.
So, drawing on myths ofthe past, Gauguin
created his own romanticized version of
Tahitian mythology. While remaining
European in his art, Gauguin hoped to
restore a primitive art that focused on
essentials and depicted humans and nature without the corruption of modern
civilization.
5
Gauguin focused in his “primitive”
style on Hina, the moon goddess. In

S

curator.

storyteller and

banjo

player,

The Guide is aware of the fact that we as a nation are

First used in the New World by slaves seeking repose and

escape from the reality of their hardships, the banjo became
an instrument of passionate expression against the injustice of
slavery and prejudice. After falling into disfavor among black
Americans for a period, the banjo resurfaced late in the
nineteenth century and found its way into most string bands.
By the ’40s, the banjo was replaced by the guitar and rendered

ning through Sunday, the Georgetown Players Improv

story,

Known in the comedy circuit as one of the foremost
comedy clubs, the Chicago Improv Olympic is also a
well-established school with such notable alumni as

drums to enliven his tale.

John Belushi,
Bill Murray, Chris Farley and Mike Meyers.

Parkway between Foxhall Road and MacArthur Boulevard.

Director Charna Halpern, who also authored “Truth in

For reservations or more information, call (202) 291-2170.

Comedy.”

(Aleta Turner)

instructing

workshops on developing technique in scenework and
improv.
Accompanying the Chicago Improv Olympic will
be another notable improv troupe, Frank Booth. Due
to enthusiastic buzz and high ticket sales, there will

Koram

makes

use of his instrumental

Saturday

at

Friday’s performances will feature our own GeorgeFrank

Booth

as the main

attraction. Saturday will feature all three improv groups
working pieces collaboratively and separately. Ticket
costs are $5 for students and $8 for others.
On Sunday, directors from the visiting troupes will be

on hand hosting a workshop from 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
that is open to all Georgetown students. The cost is $7
with lunch

included.

What

better chance to have your

comic prowess honed by those who taught Chris Farley?
With any luck, you’ll be falling on coffee tables in no
time.
For further information or to purchase tickets, contact
Chulani at 784-8474. (Aleta Turner)

the Synthetic style blossomed. In “Te
Pape Nave Nave” by Gauguin, Hina is
again depicted, this time in the medium
of oil. She is situated in the Garden of
Eden,

a symbol

of the

sensuous

and

beautiful aspects of nature.
Thus, despite being shunned by the art
world for incorporating styles of other
societies into a European style, Gauguin
found a way to depict nature and the
human form with the utmost clarity.
Gauguin knew nature was lost in “civilized” society, so hereverted tothe “primitive” to find a starting point in his search
for the essence of beauty.

(who,

coincidentally,

has

But, she has a bright future in drama

ahead of her. She should have no problem moving effortlessly from ingenue
roles like Swallow to stronger characters.
Nevertheless, the two aren’t enough to
make the play worthwhile. After a while,
the 14 kids running around on stage stop
being cute and start becoming annoying.
Also, much of the music is written with
the intent of a southern twang, as in the
repetitive duet, “Tire Tracks and Broken
Hearts.” Unfortunately, because the mu-

sic was composed by the very British
Lloyd Webber, the feeling of the authentic southern sound doesn’t always come
through.
Due to lukewarm reviews by Washington critics, Lloyd Webber is scheduledtorevamp “Whistle Down the Wind”
before its Broadway premiere at the
Martin Beck Theatre. Consequently, the
New York opening has been pushed back
from its original April 8th date. But until
February 9th, Washington audiences
must sit through what can best be described as a disappointingly mediocre
offering from one of the genre’s most

widely known and talented composers.

entertaining contrast to the classical pieces, the last segment B
of her program will feature spirituals.
The performance begins at 3 p.m. and tickets are avail- H
able through
Turner)

the Box

Office

at (202)

467-4600.

(Aleta BE
8

Lou Barlow seems to have made a career out of side
projects. Most people will recognize Lou as the vocals
behind “Natural One,” the Folk Implosion song from the
“Kids” movie soundtrack.
However, Lou did not stop there. He also is the driving
songwriting force behind Deluxe Folk Implosion, Sentridoh
and most importantly in this case: Sebadoh.
Lou and Sebadoh, along with Folk Implosion collaborator John Davis play the 9:30 Club (815 V St. NW) tonight.

i
B
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B

One of only a handful of non-Seattle bands — Sebadoh hails

from Boston — on the oh-so-trendy Sub Pop label, they
released an excellent album entitled “Harmacy” last year, |
and their discography stretches back to the eighties.
§
Also catching I-95 South to get to the show will be
openers Rex from Brooklyn, New York. Tickets are $10. i
and doors open at 7:30. (Bill Jordan)

Sh

i

2

incarnation tonight at the 9:30 Club. Merchant has been
replaced by folk singer Mary Ramsey, a vocalist whose lyric
Ramsey provided the backing vocals and haunting viola solos
showcased on the Maniacs last collective effort, their “Un-

with

show how, despite the public ridicule,

Gaines

performed the title role in “Phantom”
more than any other actor thus far) are
extremely strong leads. In fact, they are
the best reasons for sitting through the
play. Despite this, they fail to gel as a
couple. Gaines simply looks too old and
Molloy too young (not surprisingly,
Molloy really is young: she makes her
professional debut here at the age of 17).

Anyone who thinks the 10,000 Maniacs disbanded when
Natalie Merchant quit the band should check out their new

style is not too far from her predecessor’s.

opening

is

and

The performances begin at 8 p.m. in the Great Hall of St.
Patrick’s Episcopal Church located at 4700 Whitehaven

with an additional
10:30 p.m.
Players

Hina

you

skills on the

be a total of four performances Friday and Saturday

town

Attendants,”

only exclusive Washington performance. Battle is known for
a versatile repertoire: opera aficionados may laud her for her
supreme mastery of Mozart while others may delight in her
passionate delivery of a blues-style wail. Nevertheless, Battle
is internationally recognized for her amazing vocal talent.
The scheduled program includes an international mix of
pieces from such composers as George Frederic Handel,
Franz Liszt, Richard Strauss and Joaquin Turina. As an

Troupe presents the Chicago Improv Olympic.

performance

with Two

defined by European traditions. In the
exhibition, “Fame” by Louis-Ernst
Barrias is the best example of this European style. The female nude looks very
classical and the rigidity that describes
most women depicted in Tahitian sculpture is lost. Yet Hina’s serene demeanor
and pose are reminiscent of a Buddhist
style, as shown in the ti’i (standing figures) on display in the exhibition. The
wood of the sculpture itself is tamanu,
sacred in Tahiti’s former religion. Thus
the blending of the “primitive” with the
“civilized” brings a beauty that was the
objective of the Synthetic style.
After returning to Paris, Gauguin’s
works of Synthetism were scorned by
critics. Elevating uncivilized peoples to
the level of Europeans in art was revolutionary. Later works by Gauguin that
were scorned are in the exhibition to

of the audience,

hope and pray these two do not romantically entangle. Their awkward tension is
palpable—the romantic scenes between
the two make you squirm. Both Molloy

virtually extinct.

This weekend, Georgetown plays host to comedy of
truly epic proportions. Beginning Friday night and run-

extra

“Hina

This Sunday, experience the beauty of a majestic voice as

Ellis hopes to rekindle appreciation for the banjo and
impart its significant contributions to African-American his- §
tory. Jamal Koram, a familiar face at storytelling festivals
nationwide, takes a more personal approach as he gives an
autobiographical account of his experiences growing up in
Greenburgh, S.C.
From childhood to adolescence, he reveals a path fraught
with emotional perils magnified by the hostile environment of §
a racially segregated Southern town. Bringing music into his

will be on hand this weekend,

Gauguin’s “Hina with Two Attendants.”

it fills the Concert Hall of The Kennedy Center. Join legendary soprano Kathleen Battle as she commences her one-time-

inte-

re-inaugurating our current President this coming week.
However, we figured you — the intelligent reader —

Friday
January 17

COURTESY OF HIRSHORN MUSEUM

Sunday
January 19

grates his three interests into a compelling account of the
history of the banjo. Retracing the instrument’s roots to its
origins in West Africa, Ellis credits the banjo for greatly
contributing to the cultural enrichment of African Americans.

already knew that, so here are some things you may not
have known about:

As a member

0930. (Stephanie Gatton)

This Saturday, the Washington Storytellers Theatre
will feature a double bill celebrating the African-American experience through a culmination of story, song and
verse.
The program, entitled “Out of Africa.” features two
veteran performers, Rex Ellis and Jamal Koram. Ellis. a
Smithsonian

hand, she is but a child who yearns to

believe this Christ has really come to
save her. But consequently, she is old
enough to realize he may not be who she
thought he was.

stop. Tickets are $15 and for more information call (202) 393-

Saturday
January 18

AND oo

WHISTLE, From p. 1G
is caught between two worlds. On one

y
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plugged”

qv

Coincidentally,

album.

Past fans of the band needn’t worry about Ramsey’s ability
to carry a song. She, along with returning member John
Lombardo, previously released two little-known but excellently-delivered folk albums on Rykodisc under the name
John and Mary.
While most of tonight's numbers will be old Maniacs

Je

tunes, the band plans to release a new record in the near future,

so expect to hear a few teaser songs. Opening for the Maniacs
is Baltimore-based folk/rock band Love Riot, a promising
group whose lead singer Lisa Mathews infuses her songs with
the same gentleness and passion that Merchant, and now
Ramsey, does.
The 9:30 Club is located off the U Street/Cardozo Metro

COURTESY OF ELEKTRA RECORDS

10,000 Maniacs, now without Natalie Merchant (pictured above), will perform at the 9:30 Club Saturday night with
new lead singer Mary Ramsey.

J
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1s VIEWPOINT si.
Waging a War for Diversity — and Winning

Friday, January 17, 1996

An Atmosphere
Of Integrity?

1

HIS WEEK MARKS THE BEGINNING OF THE SECOND
semester of Georgetown’s honor code. After
extensive preparation, the code was revealed at
the beginning of this year. However, whether or not this
new system will come to play the integral role in
academic and campus life that similar ones do elsewhere has yet to be determined.
Despite the efforts put into the planning phases, there
has been no effective implementation to date. If there is
to be an atmosphere of honor and integrity on the
Georgetown campus, as em!

er

bodied in the words

CHRIS
)

(

KRAMME
Days on the Hilltop

of the

code, many steps must be
taken by the university’s administration, faculty and students.
Now

more than ever, an

honor code is vitally importantto a university’s mission.
In today’s competitive job
market, honesty and integrity
are among the most impor-

YW

tant, if not the most impor-

tant, factors to companies in
hiring. Thus, an honor code
isnot just a throwback to a time long past, a desperate
grasp at something that is far removed from our modern
world and our lives in it. Rather, it is something that
must be a priority of this university if it truly intends to
educate “the whole person.”
An impression must be made on each new student
when he or she walks through Healy Gates and prepares
to embark on his or her university career. A flier on a

a

littered bulletin

D

{

board,

a sign

in a classroom,

or a

pamphlet soon lost among numerous others is not
adequate. Beginning with New Student Orientation,
the administration and faculty must make a concerted
effort to educate each new member
of our community on
the honor code and its importance not only in the
academic world, but in the world that will follow their

3
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time on the Hilltop.
|
Along with the standard seminars and presentations
on date rape, alcohol abuse and eating disorders, new
students should be taught what the code means for
them. They should know how to handle the situation if
they see the person next to them cheating on an exam or
downloading a term paper off the Internet. These are
tough issues to deal with and should be treated as such
by the university. After all, while cheating is probably
as common on campus as a keg of Busch Light, talking
to someone about cheating is certainly more difficult
than telling somebody they’ ve taken one too many trips
to the tap.
Bring in the people who developed the code to talk to
new classes; bring in people from the corporate world;
bring in people from colleges and universities with
successful honor systems; but do something beyond
what’s been done this year. What good is an honor code
if those who are supposed to live by it aren’t familiar
with it?. It’s not fair to students who violate the system
and it's not fair to those who worked to develop it.
The burden not only lies on those in Healy Hall. The
faculty and students must also do their part. Professors
need to familiarize themselves and their classes with
the code, and they have to:acknowledge their responsibility to place some degree of faith in it. I realize many
professors cannot imagine giving unproctored exams as
is common at other competitive universities, but there
are many intermediate steps that lead to that point. In
some classes, students have to place their bags and
other possessions at the front of the room before exams.
What message does that send? In mocking the “Integrity” sign on the wall, such actions serve to stifle the
development of an atmosphere of trust. Professors need
to treat students like the adults they should be by the time
they get here, because when they leave there won’t be
anybody checking their bags or looking under their hat.
Likewise, students must accept the responsibilities
of being at Georgetown. Priorities have to be set and, at
times, tough choices have to be made. They must learn

iv
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Manuel A. Miranda
TISN’TEVERY YEAR A PROMINENT GROUP OF 45 PROFESSORS AND
administrators meet in a year-long “Faculty Seminar” to
discuss Georgetown as a Catholic university. It isn’t
every day they publish a report inviting a wider dialogue as to
Georgetown’s future as a Catholic university. As the leader of
America’s 234 Catholic colleges (one-fourth of the world’s
934 Catholic institutions), an effort like that of our “Seminarians” is no small event.
Relic
:
In 1967, 26 Catholic educators began a process at Land o’
i

Lakes, Wisconsin to de-Catholicize America’s Catholic uni-

versities by declaring that colleges were academic institutions
first, independent ofthe Church. Thirty years later we know the
Land o’ Lakes statement was a product of the era, of America’s
unique Catholic inferiority complex and of men willing to
gallop for secular bucks. The tragedy of that mad dash was that
while only a dozen or so Catholic institutions could ever have
competed for standing with the Ivy League (standing which
none have yet to attain: Georgetown #23 and Yale #1) the
typical small or modest Catholic college was pulled down into
the swirling vortex of secularization. Such schools (numbering about 150), without being authentically Catholic, are now
unable to compete, while others that have remained authenti-

cally Catholic are flourishing.
Two phenomena have brought the gallop to a trot. One isthe
evidence that shows the marketplace still calls ever more
loudly for a “character curriculum” in American higher education, and not one of the politically correct variety. The other
phenomenon is Pope John Paul II. In 1990 the Pope issued Ex
Corde Ecclesiae, the Apostolic Constitution on Catholic Universities, which better than any other document might ex-

pressed both the need the Church has for the service of its
universities and the special manner in which John Paul I sees
these institutions of human culture. Ex Corde Ecclesiae, “born

from the heart of the church,” is a view that contrasts vividly
with the haunting words of Timothy Healy S.J. that‘a Catholic
university is nota form of the Church’s life, but a secular entity
(like a city) in which the Church lives...”
The questions that will now be asked across this country are
whether the Georgetown document (called “Centered Pluralism”) is a genuine effort and whether it will launch Georgetown in a direction that could lead to an authentic expression
of Catholic identity. I suspect these questions will be answered
in the negative largely because of what appear to be very
fundamental flaws in the Seminarians’ approach. Other than

Jeff Bale (GRD 99) is a member of the
International Socialist Organization.

to express my disbelief at the amount of space taken up with
apologia for the apparently novel notion of being Catholic and
a university, I will address just three of these worrisome flaws.
First, Catholic identity is necessarily an ecclesiological
question. Yet, discomfortingly, “Centered Pluralism” fails to
mention the Apostolic Constitution or the ecclesiological perspective with which it is imbued. Would we examine our
American identity without referring to the United States Constitution or its origins? We see the result of such American
particularity in places like Montana. It would have been more
credible had our Seminarians joined a conversation that was
older than theirs.
Likewise, although the Seminarians consulted a number of
education leaders, such as Derek Bok, Harvard’s former presi-

dent, they fail to list any consultation with Church leaders.
Conspicuously absent from the effort is any mention of our own
learned bishop who is charged by the Apostolic Constitution to
supervise the Georgetown’s Catholic identity, and who is not
only the Chancellor of the Catholic University of America but
the apostolic successor of Georgetown’s founder, Archbishop
John Carroll. The first-century words of St.Ignatius of Antioch
“nihil sine episcopo” (“nothing without the bishop”) might
easily be forgotten, but the concept is hard to ignore when it
reemerges in both the norms of the Apostolic Constitution and
the recent Ordinances of the American Bishops’ Conference.
These two flaws suggest a process by which we say we wish
to be more Catholic and then invite our own dialogically
formulated definition of what that means. Like the late Cardinal
Bernadin’s “Common Grounds,” “Centered Pluralism” ap-

pears to ignore those very sources of the centered pluralism of
our universal Church.
Finally, one cannot help but wonder about the consistent

usage of the peculiarly non-geometric “Jesuit and Catholic” in
describing Georgetown’s heritage, or the erroneous description
(by careful men and women) of Georgetown as a school
founded by Jesuits. In 1789, Georgetown was not founded by
the Society of Jesus (suppressed until 1814) but by the Church
through her first American bishop, John Carroll, and with
consent and funds sent to him from Rome (100 crowns a year).
Even Timothy Healy understood the significance of this when
he wrote in 1988: “Georgetown has 200 years’ association with
the Church and only 174 with the Jesuits.” Ignored is
Georgetown’s rare status in canon law as a Pontifical University, a status granted by the Vatican in 1833 and publicly

ROBERT DAMSTRA/THE Hova

their particularity (“Jesuit”) to distance themselves from being
“Catholic” is properly alarmed by the preference for Jesuit
first. To analogize again: we know what comes from views -

like “I am Virginian first, American second.”

Gabriel Kramer
N THE EVE OF THE ORTHODOX CHRISTIAN
O

New

Year,

crowds

in the

streets

of

Belgrade swelled a hundred thousand
strong. Under the leadership of the Together
Coalition of Democratic Opposition Parties,

themselves into thinking the secret is to raise their GPA

senior citizens, college kids and white-collar

workers gathered to fill the city center with the
din of banging pots and tooting horns. The
Serbian dissident movement was symbolically
drowning out the evening news broadcast of the
Socialist Party-controlled television station to
express their disdain for Slobodan Milosevic.
Their president had run the economy into the
ground. Now, he had stolen their new-found
democracy. On New Year’s Day, they made
him give it back.
Two months earlier, as Milosevic used state

courts to overturn 14 opposition municipal election victories, his power seemed unassailable.
Trade sanctions imposed by the United Nations
had finally been lifted, he had been elected to
another term, Albanian activists in Kosovo

were cowed and the trade unions were emasculated by party domination. It seemed Milosevic
had made the transition to internationally-recognized statesman from Marxist-Leninist hack
through the unique blend of democratic socialism and murderously expansionist nationalism. Asuncontested Serbian leader anda player

Campus Opinion:

Pluralism” document as a Trojan Horse. But whether it is a
fresh coating on the misguided principles of Land 0” Lakes, or
asincere attempt to answer the call of the Holy Father to devote
Catholic universities more fully in service to the Church’s
missions, nothing will be lost if we engage. This is the time to
fish, not to cut bait.

Manuel A. Miranda (SFS’ 82) has served as legal counsel

confirmed by the Archbishop of Washington, Cardinal Hickey,

to the Russian Orthodox Church in America and canon law

in 1991. One who knows of the intentional use by colleges of

counsel to the Georgetown Ignatian Society.

onthe global stage, “Slobo” felt confident enough
to abrogate democracy and conduct old-fashioned totalitarian business.
Protest against a regime of old communists is
no joke, but no one seems to have explained this
to the resistance committees. Their mission was
the “revolution of derision.” Thousands of students marched the streets of Belgrade throughout the last weeks of 1996 confronting riot
police with slogans mocking Milosevic. Each
week they adopted new tactics to confuse the
government and inspire the resistance and mirth
of the Serbian people. They staged massive
“phone-ins” to state offices to jam exchanges;
they drove scores of carsinto downtown Belgrade
to block traffic; they paraded giant puppets of
Slobo and his wife Mirjana Markovic in striped
prison overalls. These techniques made the use
of state force impossible; any force would have
sunk both Milosevic’s reformed image and
Serbia’s chances for economic resurrection with
it. The Yugoslav army and the Serbian Orthodox Church declared neutrality. The Socialists
had to give in. The electoral commission of Nis,
the second largest city in Serbia, reversed the
court’s ruling and reinstated the opposition victory followed by Belgrade this past Tuesday.
Serbian democracy isnot, however, out of the

woods. Government hard-liners couldstill challenge the legality of an electoral commission
voiding a court decision. Rural voters and the

working class still look to the socialists for
security. As inflation spirals out of control, the
command economy social service networks in
factories’ complexes and collective farms provide basic necessities. Privatization and budget
reform, necessary to win the confidence of
international capitial markets, will bring painful cuts in state programs and see whole industrial sectors fold. Even after the embarrassment
of the last months, socialist populism poles
over 50 percent support in Serbia.
The motley opposition coalition of liberal
democrats and Serbian nationalists may not
hold together in the face of government pressure. Many student activists are already distancing themselves from the Together coalition
leadership. Vuc Draskovic, leader of the Serbian
Renewal Party, is an old advocate of “Greater
Serbia,” and Zoran Djinjic, who is set to be-

come mayor of Belgrade, has disturbing ties to
Bosnian Serb extremists. Intellectuals see the
opposition profiting from state weakness following the war they avidly supported.
It is laudable that the Clinton Administration decided to join its European allies early in
isolating Milosevic and pressuring him to restore the popular mandate. All high-level contacts with Belgrade were canceled and the U.S.
Information Agency broadcasted the dissent
station’s message on Radio Free Europe. But
even as Milosevic has made concessions to the

‘What class would you add into if it

Phil Strunk, COL

Sangria 101.
’99

Gabriel Kramer is a junior in the School of
Foreign Service. Look for his column “The
Armchair Diplomat” Fridays in THE Hoya.

. Xavier Loredo, GSB
Oscar Martinez, COL

Saw

Basket Weaving.

order. But as we value the security of the
fragile Yugoslav peace, we must carefully
monitor even peaceful change.

Intro to Spanglish.

Od

Underwater

lence and democracy, celebration is indeed in

and Ellen Gstalder

Californian Culture.
Kathleen Saunders, GSB *00

Jim Cavanaugh, GSB *99

opposition, U.S. attention cannot once again
drift away from its commitment to the
formerYugoslavia. The tenuous peace in
Bosnia is founded on the democratic election
of legitimate peacemakers. Pressuring
Milosevic todeliver full democracy
is the only
guarantee of accountability. Increased scrutiny of Serbian policy is especially important
after the socialists’ setback. If confronted by
Hungarian or Albanian minorities, the government may take a tough line rather than
back down again. Further, in the aftermath of
regional ethnic war, fresh atrocities could
easily reignite open conflict. Given the chauvinist sensibilities of both the Serbian government and opposition leaders, it will always be
necessary to cast a wary glance toward any
Belgrade regime in the near future.
In the aftermath of a genuine people power
victory, it is tempting to celebrate and ignore
the hazards posed by the new balance of
power. Whenever there is a victory fornonvio-

Compiled by Cindy Schweer

were offered?

Pottery.

Psychology of Men.
Chris Kohler, COL ’98
Lauren Esposito, COL 98

:

These points notwithstanding, those interested in building
Georgetown into a great and authentically Catholic university
must be emboldened and encouraged to make every effort now
“as if it depended on you.” The invitation to engage in the
project of “Centered Pluralism” should be widely accepted.
There will be many faculty, including many Jesuits, who I
know will be tempted by despair to view the “Centered

The Future of Serbia: A Genuine Democratic Victory?

Days on the Hilltop appears Fridays in THE Hoya.

O 4

were to accept such a policy [of pluralism] they
would lose ... their historic identities ... Furthermore, if this were to be done on any wide scale,
it would actually diminish the amount of diversity in this country.” Apparently, it is necessary
to create a bastion of particularly white Catholicism on the Hilltop amidst all that intermingling going on out there —an especially insulting and offensive thing to say.
It is precisely the cronies who hide behind
their “belief system” to maintain the status quo
that must be challenged if we students are to
win anything like racial equality on this campus. The International Socialist Organization
plans to get another petition drive going with
the intent of building a forum of different student groups and faculty members — not those
who feel good about themselves for wanting
diversity, but instead those who are committed
to fighting for it. There we can and need to lay
out a plan not just for action, like last year, but
this time a plan for winning.

were there, those with the

power were allowed by student leaders not to
for a more diverse school are worthless in the
attend the key events in this campaign, and
face of a staid administration. But at the same
were thus able to ride out the burst of anger
time as Georgetown students were on the move
until the Spring Break that cheered us up again
last winter, students at Columbia University
enough to ignore the situation.
successfully won two new ethnic studies proOne year later, though, it is quite easy to see
grams and five tenure-track positions to run
that Georgetown is still a disproportionately
them! Surely Columbia University is as staid
white school, both in terms of its student body
as well as its faculty and curriculum. The
and elite an institution as Georgetown. So what
was the difference? Why were Columbia sturesentment many students harbor for this fact
dents successful?
usually resides somewhere just beneath the
At every turn of the way, Columbia students
surface until something particularly egregious
directed their hunger strikes, building occupa- . happens.
tions and rallies where they belonged: the adWhat we need this semester is not to wait to
ministration. It is, after all, the administration
react to something, butto act independently: to
that does the allocating, hiring and firing. It demand from the university that it dedicate
should be, therefore, their responsibility to
itself — with money and positions, not with
implement the changes students demand.
words — to diversifying this school.
On the other hand, at Georgetown, at every
And this time, student action must be didecisive moment, the administration was let
rected at the administration. For if one reads its
off the hook. Instead, student leaders who met
“Report on Jesuit and Catholic Identity” (pubwith administrators on their own cut deals —
lished in the last issue of the Blue and Gray this
without the strength 300 angry students breathDecember), it is evident that the administraing down one's neck necessarily brings.
tion plans to hide behind its religiosity to
Frederick Douglass once said, “Power condodge the question of diversity. As the report
cedes nothing withouta demand.” Even though
itself says, “If institutions like Georgetown

A Catholic Identity Crisis

of pre-professionalism on campus. Too many students
see their classes not as an opportunity to learn, but as a
prerequisite to graduate school, Wall Street and a sixfigure salary. In trying to climb this staircase, they fool
just another fraction of a fraction of a point. For too
many, it is this end that justifies whatever means they
employ.
What does it mean in the end? When they look back
20 years from now, will they even remember their GPA?
Will anyone remember aside from an archived database
in the Registrar’s office? This is not to say that they’ll
remember everything they may have learned in an
introductory history class either, but what they will have
learned are patterns of behavior and conduct. It’s hard
enough for college students to focus on next week, much
less on some distant point 20 years from now, but if they
are in an environment that fosters integrity, it is bound
to have an effect on them, as statistics overwhelmingly
show.
Thus, the university needs to work this semester on
developing a comprehensive implementation program
that can be in place by the time the Class of *01 arrives
on campus. Otherwise, more time will pass before
Georgetown can truly claim to educate “the whole
person.”

all the demands

be that activism, student demands and a desire

NE YEAR AGO, STUDENTS LEARNED OF THE
university’s intention not to offer tenure to one of its most popular and
acclaimed professors — who is also one of its
pitifully few minority professors.
The response to the decision was tremendous: within a few days, front-page stories
highlighted the issue, and students were packing into rooms in the ICC— later 300 strong in
the Leavey Center — to demand not only a
tenure-track position for the professor, but for
the university to pledge its commitment to
diversifying the faculty with more minority
instructors. Meetings were held; makeshift coalitions of student groups were convened; a rally
was staged in Red Square complete with
bullhorn and chants.
One year later, the question raises itself:
what did we achieve toward diversifying the
university? One year later, the answer is: very
little. The professor did receive her tenure-track
position, but little else has changed at this
university to make it racially representative of
the population, let alone an example of racial
integration in higher education.

to respect their professors and, in the end, themselves.
One factor working against this, however, is the sense

-

The easy explanation for this stalemate would

Jeff Bale

Page 5

T.J. Senker, GSB
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... veterans Still Vital for Success
SWIMMING, rom p. 8

looked to for strong finishes in the
freestyle sprint events. In men’s div-

Big East. I want to really focus in on
| the individual performances,” she said.

but she has consistently placed in the
top two in dual meets this season.

ing, Bower can consistently count on
sophomore Brian Campbell for a first

With the combination of talented
freshman and veteran swimmers and

place finish.

divers, Bower has an optimistic out-

for the Hoyas as they prepare for the
Big East Championships inthe spring.
With eight swimmers studyingabroad

“We're definitely moving up and
our records proved that,” Bower said.
“The records are falling. We’re swim-

Even

with the influx of talented

freshmen to the team, the older swim-

This semester will be much tougher

mers and divers still playa vital rolein
meets. The experience of senior cocaptains Zal Devitre and Larry Kelly

has been instrumental to the men’s
team, said Bower.
“Zal Devitre holds a record in the
100 fly and Larry Kelly owns records
in the 100- and 200-yard backstroke.
They both add a lot of depth to the
men’s program,” she said.
Sophomore Chris Hazelton will be

+ ENERGETIC

||

or

7

687-3415
PT

®

Huskies Chill Hoyas on Home Court

its own buzzer-beating medicine. After a
pair of Page free throws tied the game, 6767, with just 18 seconds left. Miami guard
Kevin Norris ran down the clock, then hit

an off-balance shot as time
the Hurricanes the 69-67
collected a career-high 17
Georgetown rebounded

expired to give
triumph. Dia
rebounds.
against Noire

14th

students needed

|

pay

|
:

|!

e Casual friendly atmosphere, Minutes from campus
CALL

Heather (202) 342-0400

Georgetown Pre-Med Students!

Kaplan {@@) classes

One Page Not Enough
MWD708
1

Dame, notching a 70-57 victory Jan. 7.
Page scored 27 points, while Aw

the

woman to reach the milestone at
Georgetown.

« $10 PER HOUR BASE GUARANTEED
PLUS lucrative bonuses

|

S EAN REDMOND/ THE Hoy

a free throw, becoming

PART-TIME JOB!!!

Je Ti

Sophomore guard Joe Touomou and the Hoyas fell to 3-4 in the Big East.

HOOPS, from ». 8

After beating Rutgers 69-64
Jan. 7, Georgetown played host to
Pittsburgh and netted a 74-67 overtime win. Chambers led the offensive attack against Pittsburgh with
15 points, including six in overtime. During the game, Ahonkhai
scored her 1.000th career point on

ming well and diving well and it’s
only a taste of what the future’s going
to be for Georgetown swimming. The
commitment is there by the athletes,
the administration and by the coaching staff.”
The Hoyas’ next meet is Saturday,
Jan. 18, at Rider University.

e Part-time hours / FULL-TIME

Call Kate, Ann

WOMEN’S

I DARE YOU TO FIND A BETTER

Sports.

MEN’S HOOPS, From p. 8
scorers with a 30-point performance. Dia
grabbed 13 rebounds as the Hoyas survived a wild finish that saw two Mountaineer comebacks in the game’s final
five minutes.
Page’s heroics were not enough in
Georgetown’s next game, a Jan. 4 home
contest against Miami. Although he again
hit for 30 points, including the Hoyas’
final 10, Georgetown was given a taste of

-

look on the rest of the season.

this semester, there will be
a big hole
to fill.
Bower, however, is concentrating
more on individual performances at
the Big East meet rather than the team
as a whole. “My goal is to place two
swimmers
in the top eight and as many
swimmers as I can in the top 16 inthe

Catch the Action!
Write Hoya

eS

Ahonkhai
Reaches 1,000

and

On-Campus
2
3

Tues
1/21
6p

Dia were solid in the paint, combining
for22 points and 22 rebounds. The Hoyas
led for most of the game, and did not let
the Irish get within five points in the
second half.
Ina Jan. 11 rematch of last year’s Big
East Championship game, the Hoyas
suffered a disheartening home loss to
UConn, 69-54. A frigid 25.4 percent
team shooting performance sealed the
Hoyas’ fate, as Page was unable to get on
track offensively, connecting on just six
of 23 attempts.
Georgetown will look to snap its twogame conference skid tomorrow night
when the team travels to Miami for a
rematch with the Hurricanes.

Sat
1/25
11a

MWD705
1

Tues
1/28
6p

GeorceTowN
4
5
Sun
2/2
11a

Tues
2/4
6p

UNIVERSITY - LIMITED
6
7
8
Sat
2/8
11a

Sat
2/15
11a

Dupont CiRcLE KAPLAN CENTER
2
3
4
5
6

Mon
2/3
6p

Wed
2/5
6p

Mon
2/10
6p

Wed
2/12
6p

Mon
2/17
6p

Wed
2/19
6p

Tues
2/18
6p

SEATING
9
10
Sat
2/22
11a

AVAILABLE!
11
12

Tues
2/25
6p

Sat
3/1
11a

Tues
3/4
6p

13

14

15

Sat
3/22
11a

Tues
3/25
6p

Sat
4/5
9a

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Sat
2/22
10a

Mon
2/24
6p

Mon
3/3
6p

Wed
3/5
6p

Mon
3/17
6p

Wed
3/19
6p

Mon
3/24
6p

Wed
3/26

Sat
4/5

Classes fill up quickly!
1-800-KAP-TEST

Call for additional locations and class schedules.
¢ Science Diagnostic and Personal Profile

New for 1997:

¢ 11 Science and Strategy Workshops

http://www.kaplan.com

Additional Testing Sessions

Classifieds
Established, fast-paced Georgetown
PUBLIC AND MEDIA RELA-

0

EMPLOYMENT

$1750 WEEKLY possible mailing
our circulars. For info call 202-2981142.
***FREE

TRIPS

&

CASH!***

Find out how hundreds of student
representatives are already earning
FREE

TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH

with America's #1 Spring Break
Company! Sell only 15 trips and
travel free! Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida! CAMPUS MANAGER POSITIONS
ALSO

AVAILABLE.

TAKE
TRAVEL

A

BREAK

Call

Now!

STUDENT

(800) 95 - BREAK!

SPRING INTERNET INTERNSHIP. Interested in policy, politics
and the Internet? Small multimedia
company seeks organized and motivated individuals to assist with production of a growing and influential
Web site. Students should be wellversed in public policy and Internet
communications. Strong writing
skills a plus. Must be willing to
commit to 20 hrs/wk starting in
early January. Please fax cover letter
and resume to 202-737-4425 or call
Caitlin Durkovich at 202-737-4900.
EMI RECORDS is looking for a
PAID field intern to work a minimum of 20 hours per week in their
market. Applicants must be currently-enrolled college students, own
a car, have an E-mail address, and
should be able to work for a minimum of two semesters. To apply,
please send a resume via fax or email to: John Van Lokeren at 212492-1974, or cacophone@aol.com.

941-514-2800,

seeks paid intern to

Esteban (3604) at 202-965-7045

perform client related and light ad-

and Marie (3808) at 202-965-2174.

ministrative tasks. Clients include
four-star hotels, restaurants, real estate developers, and utility companies. Communication or related major preferred. For credit, if desired.
To apply, fax resume to (202) 789-

Must see to believe.

TIONS
WORK-STUDY RESEARCH ASSISTANTSHIP. Great opportunity
to work in a Neuroscience Research
Lab. Duties include preparation of
solutions & glassware, on-line ordering, technical support. Plenty of
opportunity to learn new skills. Very
flexible, 8-12hrs/wk, $6.75/hr. Dr
Sheridan Swope, 7-1620, EP08 Research Bld.

at

FIRM

0777.
CARE. Family with 1 son (14) seeks
someone to drive boy home from

school, stay with him until 7p.m. in
exchange for free studio ap't, separate entrance, kitchen. Nonsmoker.
References. Call Brenda Viehe-Naess

(202-861-6655/work) or (202-3637789/home). Commuting distance to
Georgetown.
WANTED: DOGWALKER fortwo
well-behaved dogs. Mid-afternoon,
Mon-Fri in Montrose Park. Will pay

:

331/87) in griwpherise iy

SSE

Burleith. For information call or e-

Judith Jain

he

Sophomore Class Committee Meeting

Leavey Program Room

7:30 p.m.

Junior Class Committee Meeting

Healy 105

WEDNESDAY

Presentation by Ambassador DennisRoss ~~ GU Law Center

3:30 p.m.

(Special Middle-East Coordinator for the

5) 1-514-

counsel.com

Marie (tenant) 202.965.2174.

20

OZ.

ceramic

stein with

frat

or

12th Floor, Gewirz Bldg.

eile

:

or

Israeli-Palestinian Peace Process)
:

THE FRAT-N-STEIN. Your photo
on

:

Sp.m.

OFF CAMPUS HOUSING: 2
spaces available for second semes-

5 jmcca

FREE AP'T--PART TIME CHILD

SUNDAY

jmccaf0l@counsel.com. To see call

STUDENT

JOBS

AND

OPPORTUNITIES

VOLUNTEER

sorority letters on back. Send photo

(returned), letters &

19.95 to G.

WANT A JOB WITH A CONGRESSMAN?

Meridan & Co., Box 90, Terryville,

We are soliciting applications from qualified and interested Muslims for positions as Congressional aides

CT, 04786.
HOUSE-SITTER. Mature 29 yr

with members of the Freshman class in Congress. Recent college graduates with strong writing and
analytical skills are encouraged to apply.

old non-smoking female. Great with
Pets. Looking for position in Metropolitan Area. Currently housesitting in Alexandria, VA. Avail-

able Jan 1, 1997. (202) 944-2500.

The Government and Development Department of The American Muslim Council is offering an unpaid
internship opportunity to any students who are interested, regardless of their background.

$10/day negotiable. Call Ericaat9552204 (days) 342-1393 (eves).

WANTED.

Student to drive child

from school to tennis lesson and return. Times required Mondays and
Wednesdays 3:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
with optional Saturdays 2:00p.m to
4:30 p.m. Please call 202-530-5001.
WANTED. Student for weekend
baby sitting for two children ages 8
and 9. Varied daytime hours with
occasional evenings. Please call 202530-5001.

FOR SALE
OFF-CAMPUS

HOUSING:

Burleith. Two fantastic group houses
available June 1, 1997. 3604 T St. &

3808 T. Rent: $2670 each plus utilities. Beautiful houses, fully furnished,
maintained in top condition, near
campus. Each house has 6 private
bedrooms (small), 2 full baths, offstreet parking, central a/c, dish-

washer, clothes washer
& dryer, deck,
landscaped yard. For full information call or e-mail Judith (landlord)

SEIZED
Porsches,

BMW's,

CARS
from $175.
Cadillacs, Chevys,

Applicants for both of these positions should send their resumes to:

Corvettes. Also Jeeps,

4WD's. Your area. Toll Free 1-800218-900, Ext. A-3803 for current

~

Nabeela Khatak

;

1212 New York Avenue, Suite 400
Washington, D.C 20005

listings.

;
COLLEGE

MENTORS NEEDED
FUNDS

Clean and Pure, Inc., a non-profit organization that believesthat caring adults have a powrful force and

remarkable impact on youth, is seeking positive men and women, 18 years and older, to volunteer with

Tes po longer necoveary fo bosow
money for college. We can help you
obtain funding. Thousands of
awards available to all students.
immediate qualification. 1-800-

651-3393.

THIS SPACE
(&OIIH YT
YOURS FOR
A CLASSIFIED AD.
CALL
202
687-394

abused and neglected youth in the Washington, D.C. area.

Contact Diane Greer at (202) 562-3830
DC HOTLINE

We are looking for volunteers to provide confidential crisis counseling. Training provided.
Training starts January 28, 1997. Call 202-223-0020 for information.

COMING

UP...SPECIAL COURSES

DC RAPE CRISIS CENTER
Self-Defense Classes for Women, beginning February 25

Call 202-232-0789 to register.

JOANNE M. GLENN and GU SCHOOL OF SUMMER AND CONTINUING EDUCATION
Career Management for Young Professionals - Course starts Wednesday, February 12
Call Debbie Rohrbach at 202-687-5942 (ROHRBACD@gunet.georgetown.edu) to register.
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Women’s Hoops: GU 62, Miami (FLA.) 55

Georgetown Gives Miami the Blues
Smith Shoots Through Field of 'Canes in 17-point Night
BY JEFFREY GOLDSTEIN
AND KATE JAMES
Hoya STAFF WRITERS

Before

the

season

began,

Head

Coach Patrick Knapp expressed concerns about how his team would react
to their winter lay-off.
He now has his answer.
Last season the Hoyas started out
6-1 and proceeded to lose seven of
their next nine games after Christmas
before finishing the season at 12-15.
This season, they have compiled a 62 record over the winter break,

and

their 62-55 win over the Hurricanes at
McDonough Arena Wednesday put
their record at 11-3 overall and 4-3 in
the Big East.

After having its three-game winning streak snapped by a 69-60 loss to
Boston College Sunday, Georgetown
started slowly Wednesday. The Hoyas
were

erratic

on

the

offensive

end,

shooting 23.3 percent from the field
in the first half.
However, sophomore guard Kimberly Smith, who did not start due to a
bruised shin, erupted in the second

IAN SWIFT/THE
Double-teamed, senior forward Ebiho Ahonkhai works to free herself from Miami's press.

Hoya

half with 12 points and finished the
game with 17 points and five rebounds.
Smith’s first second-half trey showed
a new determination in her offensive
play. Seconds after turning the ball
over, she grabbed a defensive board
and made a shot from the far left side
ofthe three-point line. Smith claimed

that spot as her own as she made three
more baskets from downtown.
“Most of the time people are going
to play off me because of my quickness and give me the shot,” said Smith.
“They would ratherI shoot the jumper,
... that’s what [the coaching staff] was
trying to get me to realize, to take my
time.”
The Hoyas were also helped by the
poor play of junior Hurricane forward
Octavia Blue. Blue, picked as a preseason All-Big East Second Team selection, committed four turnovers and
blocked only two shots. In comparison, sophomore center Sylita Thomas
was an anchor for her Georgetown
teammates. She had a solid game with
seven rebounds, 14 points, two assists and four blocks.
Thomas said she did not find Blue
an offensive threat. “I didn’t think she
was a challenge. I have to play all post
players the same. [ know she’s good
so I kind of get up for her. When they
say players are better than me, I try to
play above them,” she said.
Wednesday’s close game had seven
ties—a typical feature of Georgetown
and Miami’s meetings. The Hoyas
squeaked by the ‘Canes last season
with a 71-69 decision and notched
their first victory over Miami in a
triple overtime win, 90-88, in the 1992-

93 season.
With the Hoyas up by one, 42-41,
with less than nine minutes left to

INDOOR TRACK

‘Georgetown,

Miami to stop the clock by fouling.

17; Desma

Sophomore forward Melba Chambers

Thomas,

capitalized on this, making four
straight free throws toend the game at
62-55.
Georgetown kicked off the holidays
with a 79-73 win over American at
home Dec. 21. The Hoyas won the
Florida Atlantic Classic by beating
Oral Roberts 70-65 and Florida Atlantic 89-65. Thomas was named the
Tournament MVP after earning two

Stat o

were also named to the All-Tourna-

Kimberly

double-doubles. Chambers and Smith

Miami, 16
ge te Banrde:
HighBoards:

Game:

ment Team.

Smithwas

The Hoyas did not start off the New
Yeartoo well as the top-ranked UConn
Huskies blew out the Hoyas 98-58
Jan. 3. However, the Hoyas rebounded

two days later with a win at home

5.10 on threepointers 0-4
©
Ta
=
on two-

pointers.

against Providence. The Friars were

Next Game:

no match for Eh

Georgetown

Ahnlismide

prowess in an
84eorgetown victory. Ahonkhai scored 25 points and
grabbed 12 rebounds.

See WOMEN’S HOOPS, ». 7

ilar.
at Villanova, i
Sun. Jan. 19, i

2 PM.

took second place with 62 points. Leading the men was senior Kevin Jermyn
who posted a time of 4:12.5 on the mile
run to take first place. Right behind
Jermyn was sophomore Brendan
Heffernan, whose 4:12.7 earned him
second place. Sophomore Jonevan
Hornsby took fourth (4:14) and senior

Brendan Benner (4:15) gained fifth
place.
Sophomore Brian Dufftook the crown
for the 800-meter run with a time of
1:52. Junior Ky Adderley took the top
spot in the 1,000-meter run with a time
0f2:27.1, with junior Jaron Ming on his
heels running a 2:27.6 to take second

place.
Georgetown swept the 3,000-meter
race, claiming the top five spots. Freshman Eric Savoth took the title with an
8:26 time. Finishing out the quintet was
junior Josh Orenstein (8:29), freshman
John Steed (8:34.0), sophomore John
junior

—

Yn

Sam

Gabremariam (8:35).
The other winners for the Hoyas were
junior Doug Epps, who threw a shot put
55 feet, 11 1/2 inches to top the rest of
the pack, and the 4 X 400 relay team,
consisting of Ming, junior Ky Adderly,
sophomore Jonathan Howard and sophomore Matt Kalwinsky.
Next up for the Hoyas is Saturday’s
meet at Navy. At this point, “we’re just
looking for good performances,”
Gagliano said.
The ultimate goal of these meets is to
prepare the team for the Big East tournament, which will be Feb. 15-16. “We’ve

really got to get ready for the Big East,”
Gagliano said. “That’s very, very im-

Bower Finds Gold Mine of Young Talent for Hoyas
In Boggs, Sheldon, Welch, Wiley and Willey
By ANN LAWRENCE
Hoya Starr WRITER

A good recruiting class can make or
break a team. Georgetown Swimming and
Diving Head Coach Bethany Bower knows
this fact all too well.
“If your freshmen don’t make a big impact, you’re probably not going to have as
good a year as you would like. You always
need new blood. Experience helps but
new blood is necessary.” she said.
Fortunately for Bower, this year’s
freshmen have already made a positive impact, leading the men’s and
women’s teams to records of 5-2 and
6-2, respectively.
On the men’s team, freshman
freestyle specialist John Willey excels
in the 50-, 100-, 200- and 500-yard

level, but they have a lot of fun too,” he
said. “It’s not so serious that we can’t have
fun. It’s almost like a family because everyone is real close.”
A training trip to Lake Brantley, Fla.
over winter break strengthened the ties
between this close-knit group of swimmers
and divers, according to Bower.
“It was the first opportunity we’ve ever
had to travel south for a training trip — the"

first time ever in the history of Georgetown
swimming and diving that as a team we
were able to travel,” she said. “It helped us
build as a team. I feel we’ve come back
much stronger.”
On the women’s side, freshman Megan
Welch and Jeannine Wiley broke team
records in just their first season as Hoyas.
In a meet against Bucknell University this
fall, Welch broke Georgetown’s 200-yard
breaststroke record with a time of
2:28.8. In a meet against Central
Connecticut Jan. 8, she broke her
own record with a 2:28.73 finish, in

addition to winning the 200 individual medley and 400-yard relay.
Welch also holds the record for the
200-yard individual medley.
Wiley holds team records in the
100- and 200-yard butterfly. Unfortunately for the Hoyas, aback injury
has sidelined her and a date has not
been set for her to re-enter competition, according to Bower.

events.

“John Willey has been a great surprise to the program. I didn’t really
find out about him until late in the
recruiting process and fortunately,
Georgetown was one of his top
choices,”

Bower

said.

“He

has

Another

swimmer,

Kerry Sheldon, has also made major
contributions to the team, including
swimming a leg of the winning
women’s 400-yard relay against
Central Connecticut.
“Sheldon has been a real strong
swimmer,” said Bower. “She may

cer-

tainly shown his strengths in all the
freestyle events and is a very versatile
swimmer. You can put -him in just
about anything and he’s going to do
the job.”
Willey proved his versatility when

not be number one in each event, but

Georgetown went up against Virginia

Military Institute last semester. In just
one meet, he took three firsts: in the
20- and 500-meter freestyle and as a
member of the 200-meter medley relay
team.
For Willey, coming to Georgetown
had a lot to do with the atmosphere of
the swimming and diving team. “It
had the swimming that was at my

freshman

GiLLiaN BurGEesS/ THE Hoy

Freshman Kerry Sheldon perfects her breaststroke
technique during a Jan. 16 practice.

she’s solidly in there each time. She’s
an incredibly hard worker and very
versatile. I can put her in any area
and she will do a good job.”
With the late arrival of new Assistant Diving Coach Amy Wilkins, the
Hoyas fell behind in diver recruitment. Freshman Jennifer Boggs is
the lone female

among

the divers,

See SWIMMING, ». 7
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Aw was called for traveling, derailing the
Hoya comeback. Three clutch free throws
from Eagle guard Scoonie Penn and a pair
from Woodward sealed the Boston College victory.
The Eagles were able to win without
a particularly dominant performance
from Abrams. Abrams, the Big East
preseason Player of the Year, managed
just 12 points and 10 rebounds. But his
presence alone drew extra defensive attention, freeing up space for forward
Antonio Granger, who finished with 19
points, and Woodward,

who added

15.

Penn chipped in 12 points and committed just one turnover against the Hoya
press.
Page paced the Georgetown attack
with a team-high 19 points, and senior
captain Ya-Ya Dia played perhaps his
best game as a Hoya with a career-high
16 points and team-high 12 rebounds.
Aw finished with 11 points and 10
boards.
In a contest between two teams heading in different directions, Georgetown
was a victim of inertia. The loss was the
Hoyas’ third in four games, and as the
poorest-shooting
team in the conference,
they continued to struggle from the field,
connecting on just 37.5 percent of their
shots. The Eagles, on the other hand,
Li
have won five consecutive games and
lived up to their ranking as the top shooting team in the Big
East by hitting a 46.3 percent clip from the floor.
Boston College’s offense was especially potent during a
first-half run that gave it control of the contest. After a Page
foul shot gave the Hoyas what would be their final lead of
the game, 8-7, the Eagles exploded for a 32-12 scoring run.
Granger racked up 10 quick points, including a 3-pointer
and a 3-point-play, and when Kostas Maglos slammed
home a basket at the 6-minute mark, Georgetown was
staring at a 39-20 ball game. Tighter defense and a handful
of transition baskets allowed the Hoyas to make it 43-31 by
halftime.
Georgetown began the new year in dramatic fashion, knocking off conference foe West Virginia 70-68 Jan. 2. Page connected on a buzzer-beating shot to win the game, and led all
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Freshmen Making Waves ...

Half a comeback is no comeback at all.
After trailing by as many as 19 points in the first half and
despitea furious late-game rally, the Georgetown men’s basketball team dropped a Monday nightroad contest to No. 19 Boston
College, 81-74. The loss leaves the Hoyas at 10-5 on the season
and 3-4 in Big East play.
The Eagles, who maintained a double-digit lead for most of
the second half, saw their cushion vanish in the game’s waning
minutes. With just over two minutes left in the game, junior
forward Boubacar Aw scored on a put-back, cutting the Boston
College lead to just seven, 76-69.
On the next Eagle possession, the Hoyas’ frenetic pressure
defense forced Eagle forward Danya Abrams to spend a timeout.
Sophomore guard Victor Page then came up with a diving steal
from Eagle forward Duane Woodward.
An errant shot from sophomore guard
Daymond Jackson was tipped in, making
ita 76-71 game with just 1:03 to go. At that
point, Jackson stole the ball and fed it to a
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At the Rutgers Invitational, the team
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The men’s indoor track and field team
split up Saturday for their first work of
the new year, racing in both the Rutgers
International and Father Diamond Invitational held at George Mason.
The highlight of the weekend was at
George Mason. Senior Tom Ryan set a
new Georgetown pole vault record. His
first-place mark of 16 feet, 6 inches was
a half-foot better than second-place finisher Jeff Strenk from North Carolina.
“We’re running and jumping really
well,” said Head Coach Frank Gagliano.
“We’re headed in the right direction.”
Also making a strong showing at
Father Diamond was long-jumper
France Davis. The sophomore’s jump of
23 feet, 8 1/4 inches earned him runnerup honors.

portant.”

58-55 and began a futile effort by

Hova Starr WRITER

Hoy Starr WRITER

and

Smith,

Hoyas Fall As
Eagles Soar

By Sean P. FLYNN

(8:34.4)

However, Gallon’s effort was coun-

tered by Miami senior forward Desma
Thomas’ three. This was the story of
the game until a Sylita Thomas jumper
at the 00:37 mark put Georgetownup

Men’s Hoops: BC 81, GU 74

Ryan
Vaults
To First

Jordan

play, a fan in the bleachers shouted to
junior guard Kim Gallon, “Take your
time, K.G.” Gallon replied, “I’m trying,” before netting a three-pointer,
one of two she scored in the game.
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